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Honoring Dr. Oswald Bronson,
Former President Of B-CC—

Civil Rights Leader
Charles W. Cherry Dies

Charles Cherry was a man who would tell it like it is,
one mourner said.
another caller said.
bv Toney Atkins
Yet another caller said,
The Daytona Times Staff
DAYTONA BEACH, "It’s our turn to pick up the
Fla. - Charles W. Cherry baton to keep going as he
Sr., 76, civil rights leader, would want us to do."
newspaper publisher and in
"It would be very hard
his fifth term as Daytona for someone to follow in
Beach city commissioner, his footsteps," resident
died at home Tuesday Samuel Butts said.
morning, Nov. 16.
Funeral arrangements
His son, Charles W. were incomplete.
When the 46th Annual
Cherry II, said his father
Conference
of
passed away peacefully State
about 11:22 a.m. after tak
NAACP Branches met in
ing a turn for the worst in Daytona Beach in 1985,
the previous 24 hours. The the event was dedicated to
elder Cherry, publisher of a man described as the
the Daytona Times, had "greatest president" of the
been valiantly battling can state conference - Charles
cer for the past several W. Cherry, Sr.
Cherry, in the middle
years.
Callers to WPUL-AW of his fifth term in the Zone
1590 radio, the static 6 commission seat at the
owned by Cherry’s sons, time of his death, has
Charles II and Glenn played a major role in the
Cherry, expressed shock civil rights movement in
when the announcement the Greater Daytona Beach
was made during the Area throughout the years.
That history, along
Tuesday talk show usually
hosted by the senior with a look back at the
Volusia County-Daytona
Cherry.
"He was a giant," said Beach Branch up to 1985,
one caller. "He will be was given in the dedication
of that year's state conven
greatly missed."
"Daytona, the state of tion program.
Florida and the nation have
Civil Rights
lost a great leader - a man
who would tell it as it is,"
continued on pg. 8
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bv Linda Young
Challenger correspondent
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. - Nice guys can finish
first as a leader as well as in
their personal lives - just
ask the man who recently
retired as president of a
Florida college and those
who know him.
The key to finishing
first for Dr. Oswald P.
Bronson, Sr. began with
behaving ethically even if
those around him didn't. He
retired earlier this year
after serving 29 years as
president of BethuneCookman College (B-CC).
However, being nice does
n't mean being a pushover.
Bronson says he still had to
make some hard decisions even firing people - but
made those decisions with
a philosophy of concern for
the institution and being
fair.
His publicist and exec
utive assistant Katherine
Kershaw was working at BCC when Bronson arrived
and observed the "phenom
enal change and growth in
programs" under his lead
ership at the private col
lege. She thought that pub
lishing his biography

bv Rick Gee
Challenger Correspondent
Nate ... who?
Who is this person that
the Sarasota arts communi
ty is raving about? Nate,
who? Oh, you must mean
Nate Jacobs...the artistic
director and founder of the
Westcoast Black Theater
Troupe. Sure, I know him.
He’s just what the doctor
ordered. His artistic ap
proach is intelligent, fresh,
creative, original and over
flowing with lots of talent
on different levels. Jacobs
is known for his soulful,
melodic tenor voice and
unique, clever and outra
geously funny comedy. His
is truly a shining example
of multiple talents being
put to good use. Lucky,
lucky Sarasota!
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A moment from the past: Bronson served 29 years as
B-CC’s president. Here he is seen crowning former
Homecoming Queen Carroll Ronae Boussicau.
"would be a wonderful
way" for the college to
record the history of
growth under Bronson and
reveal "his style of leader
ship that made it happen."
His biographer, E. L.
'Ed' Wilks, says that as he
interviewed Bronson he
was able to spend enough
time to "ask the big picture
questions" beyond Bron
son's daily routine as an
administrator and see his
depth of intellect. Bronson
is a person "you would
really like to spend time
and talk philosophy with,"
he said.
That made writing the

biography harder because

rather than mere anecdotal
stories, the passages in the
biography serve as a way to
tell and to enhance his phi
losophy, Wilks said.
Bronson is "one of the
most caring and sensitive
people that you will find,"
his respect for each individ
ual "crosses over in all of
his approach to life and to
business and administra
tion," Wilks stated. "And
it's sort of a pastoral
approach to management
as opposed to the business
man approach."
His approach seems to
work for the small, private,
church-affiliated

school

that is one of the 39 United

Negro College Fund col
leges nationwide. B-CC
has managed to renovate
and add facilities to the
Daytona Beach campus,
along with increasing
enrollment. In addition, the
students have higher grade
point averages and scores
on the ACT and SAT tests.
Part of his approach is
to remember there are
always "two sides - the pos
itive and the negative - and
that comes out," Bronson
said. He has also found that
people give more if they
"feel they are part of the
decision making and buy
into what the leader is try
ing to sell."
To illustrate his point,
Bronson referenced Martin
Buber; the Israeli Jewish
philosopher, who recog
nized the way of "I and
Thou": "When I meet the
‘it,’ I act on ‘it;’ it does not
have a conscious re
sponse." That means when
you are relating to people it
is easy to make them the
"it," but that deprives them
of sharing in either the re
sult or the process so they

Bronson
continued on pg. 8

Westcoast Black Theatre
Troupe And Nate Jacobs
Equals Quality Entertainment
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Nate Jacobs serves as
the artistic director and
founder of the Westcoast
Black Theater Troupe.

Doorways Annual
Program Celebrates
Youth Achievement-

Kel Mitchell (left) who became famous from starring
in Nickolodean’s "Kenan and Kel" show, was the
celebrity guest speaker.
by Linda Young
Challenger correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG For many students, going
to college is only a dream
without some help. During
the past 13 years, 2,900
Pinellas County district
school students have re
ceived that help to open the
door to their future thanks
to an innovative program.
Last Wednesday, more
than 2,000 of those kids
gathered at Tropicana Field
for the annual.. Doorways
Scholarship celebration.
The program is in
almost 130 schools, said
Ronald Kimball of student
services. The Doorways
program is sponsored by
the Pinellas Education
Foundation in cooperation
with Take Stock in
Children and funded by a
variety of sources, primari
ly corporations.
The announcer for the
event was poised senior
Courtney Haines from
Gibbs High School. Inter
viewed after the event, she
said she became a Door
ways scholar in fifth-grade.
Haines says she plans to
major in psychology and
minor in theater. She says
she wants to be a psycholo
gist, sit in a clinic and say,

"The Piano Lesson" actors Arnette German and Solomon Burton.
Photo by Giovanni Lunardi

The Westcoast Black
Theatre Troupe proclaims
as its objective a strong and
unwavering dedication to
celebrating the AfricanAmerican experience by
presenting
meaningful,
entertaining thought pro
voking theater. They want
to increasing minority par
ticipation in the arts by
teaching acting, singing,
dancing, and the history
and
contributions
of
African-American authors,
directors and performers.
This month is a mile
stone for Jacobs’ Westcoast
Black Theatre Troupe. It
marks the beginning of the
Troupe’s second full season
opening
with August
Wilson’s Pulitzer prize-

winning play "The Piano
Lesson."
August Wilson was
bom in 1945 and spent his
early years in Pittsburgh,
Pa. His ghetto experiences
as a child provided much of
the drama in his writings,
such as in his first produced
play, "Black Bart and the
Sacred Hills," staged in
1981.
The year 1984 saw
Wilson move to the front of
the American theatre scene
with the success of "Ma
Rainey’s Black Bottom."
The New York Drama
Critics’ Circle chose it to be
Best Play of the Year (1984
-85).
Wilson earned his first
Pulitzer Prize with his play

entitled "Fences," which
opened on Broadway in
1987 to enormous critical
acclaim. Set in the 1950’s,
the play tells the story of a
Black illiterate garbage
collector who becomes
embittered by a White-con
trolled system that denied
him the baseball stardom
he felt he deserved.
In 1988, Wilson’s play
"Joe Turner’s Come and
Gone" opened on Broad
way, and once again was
centered in the New York
spotlight. This play - which
documents the 1910’s tells the story of a black
man who for an unknown

Theatre

“I’ve seen the Doorways
program grow,” said
Pinellas County School
board member Linda
Lerner.

"What are your problems?
Tell me all your problems."
Before the program be
gan, the kids let off steam
with a rousing rendition of
the song "YMCA," led by
the Devil Rays Mascot.
Devil Rays host spon
sor, Dick Crippen, wel
comed the students to the
home of the Devil Rays,
"where we believe in edu
cation, where we believe in
Doorways, and most im
portant, where we believe
in you."
The energetic audience
expressed appreciation for
the straight-ahead jazz
played by the Boca Ciega
High School Jazz Ensem
ble with applause punctu
ated by screams.
However, nothing drew
louder screams from the
crowd than the unexpected
appearance of the celebrity
guest speaker, Kel Mitchell
that brought the audience
to their feet. Mitchell was
on the show "Kenan and
Kel" on Nickelodeon in the
late 1990's, and now hosts
UPN “Dance 360” and has
CD's out.
Mitchell told the stu
dents that "some kids out
there are not on drugs.
They're going to school,
listening to teachers, doing
homework." Then he said,
"All you kids standing up
out there, you're my role
model." He advised them
to talk to all the other kids
and tell them about Door
ways and "keep this go
ing," and remember "I
know I can be what I want
to be,"
Local performers in
cluded: the famed Gibbs
High School Gospel Choir,

Doorways
continued on pg. 6

Darryl Rouson calls
lor compassion lor
DUI prosecutor.
see page 6

continued on pg. 5
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Child Watch: Still Beating the Odds
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ty. But today she maintains
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homelessness,
breakup or

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.

in

family
substance

communities

strength and determination
to beat the odds. At special
awards ceremonies, we cel

and tutors other students.

They include college stu

Corps

volunteer,

ing young adults are a vivid

takes she can break their

Luz had one of the

reminder that every child

ebrate the remarkable lives

cycle by making good

most difficult life stories

has enormous potential and

of these young people and
the families, friends, teach

choices.

we had ever heard.

She

that tremendous obstacles

of

was a victim of family vio

can be overcome with hard
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working with young people
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who have been abused or

murder of two siblings by
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few weeks ago, CDF held a

neglected

she

their father forced Luz and

They also remind us that

Beat the Odds celebration-

knows what their lives are

her five remaining siblings

we need to celebrate-and

and as always, those of us

like; she ended up on the

support-all of the young

in the audience got to meet

streets as a runaway after a

into foster care. She resis
ted the separation of the

people around us who are

an extraordinary group of

childhood plagued by vio

family

turned her

succeeding despite obsta

inspiring young men and

lence, neglect and alco

tragedy into determination

cles and making positive

holism. But after becom

to succeed and to keep the

choices every day.

positive potential of young

women.
Roxana spent her early

ing part of a loving foster

children intact as a family.

benefit,

people. Too often we hear

childhood in Mexico with

family, Verenise is back in

Through six years in foster

more than 60 former Beat

about teenagers getting into

her parents and younger

school, taking honors and

care, they have managed to

the Odds winners from

trouble, dropping out of

brother, but she had to

advanced placement class

remain together in the same

around the country came

school, becoming involved
with drugs, crime or gangs,
or becoming parents too
soon. But we rarely recog
nize the many young peo

es that can lead her to a
career helping other youths
turn their lives around the
way she did.
Fabricio has also been

household despite attempts

together for a reunion to
share their inspiring ac
complishments. The Beat
the Odds program, which

begin a new life in the
United States with her aunt
and grandmother after her
parents' tragic deaths. Des
pite the enormous loss and

was created in 1990 by the

ple who do well despite

disruption in her life, she

in the foster care system

cubs, she is contemplating

Marian Wright Edelman
is president andfounder of the
Children's Defense Fund and
its Action Council whose
Leave No Child Behind com
mitment is to ensure every
child a Healthy Start, a Head
Start, a Fair Start, a Safe
Start, and a Moral Start in life
and successful passage to
adulthood with the help of
caring families and communi
ties.

Children's Defense Fund

facing problems that stand

excels in school and is de

since he was 6 years old,

college for the first time.

(CDF) with Black enter

in the way of even the
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issues in the context of our
faith.

unclean.

tion about faith and values.

I want to

It’s

said, "The moral arc of the
universe is long, but it
bends towards justice."
Bernice Powell Jackson
is the executive minister of the
Justice and Witness Ministries
of the United Church of Christ
and serves as one of the five
officers of the denomination.
She has been an activist on
behalf of civil rights, women’s
rights and human rights
issues around the world for
more than a quarter ofa cen
tury.
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SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA
Colonial Oaks Park
Teen Room Gets
‘Cool’ Name—The
Chill Chamber----------Colonial Oaks Park
recently opened a teen
room, specifically de
signed and furnished with
young adults in mind. In
keeping with the spirit of
having a room just for
teens and encouraging
them to make the room
their own, a contest was
held to "name" the room.
More than 100 name sug
gestions were submitted,
including the Hip Hop
Room, the Potato Palace
and many more. A panel of
Sarasota County Parks and
Recreation supervisors and
managers served as judges.
Kylie O’Brian submit
ted the winning name—the
Chill Chamber. As the
winner, Kylie received a
basket of Parks and
Recreation gear, a video

game of her choice for her
exclusive use in the Chill
Chamber, and a plaque to
be placed outside the room
with the room’s new name
and Kylie’s name.
Colonial Oaks Park
staff members encourage
people to stop by and see
the room. The staff also is
requesting donations of
board games and other
games suitable for recre
ation-room fun (such as
bumper pool, dart boards,
air hockey, etc.) for the
teens’ enjoyment.
If you have questions
about the Chill Chamber or
if you wish to make a
donation, please contact
Dorian Mattox, Program
Coordinator, at (941) 3161330.

The Weekly Challenger
Welcomes Your Articles and
Pictures of Community
Interest Events

Sarasota County and School
District to Share IT Functions
and Management---------------------Sarasota County gov
ernment and the Sarasota
County School District
have taken initial steps to
share Information Tech
nology functions, capabili
ties and executive manage
ment.
The initiative will be
led by Robert Hanson, who
will serve as Chief In
formation Officer (CIO)
for both county govern
ment and the school dis
trict to establish this col
laborative
partnership.
Hanson currently is CIO
for Sarasota County gov
ernment.
"Sarasota County Gov
ernment and the School
District share a commit
ment to exceptional service
and educational opportuni
ties for our community,"
said Jim Ley, Sarasota
County
administrator.
"Gary Norris and I are
partnering in an initiative
that recognizes we all will
live, work and leam in a
future that will be built
supported by technology.
Our IT partnership will

provide our workers and
teachers with the frame
work for that future."
"This approach is a
significant departure from
business as usual," said
Gary Norris, superintend
ent of schools. "It repre
sents a true symbiosis that
enables our School Board
and county government to
move past the boundaries
of their organizations to
deliver more value for
fewer dollars."
For the next few
months, the collaborative
activity will focus on as
sessing the school district’s
technology capabilities,
developing a multi-year
strategic plan and prepar
ing a 12-to-l8- month tac
tical plan to address priori
ty opportunities.
The county has invest
ed taxpayer dollars in fiber
optic networks, internet
technologies and manage
ment software that enable
existing staff levels to sup
port Sarasota's growing
population, introduce new
services and substantially

improve service and com
munications. The partner
ship that combines IT
functions and infrastruc
ture is expected to give
Sarasota County Gover
nment and the School
District taxpayers a greater
return on their technology
investments and produce
significant
operational
gains for both institutions.
"I've had the pleasure
of working with school
district IT Director Brad
Schuette and members of
his IT team on several
occasions," Hanson said.
"I look forward to partner
ing their tremendous talent
and energies with the
excellent team at the coun
ty to deliver a greater result
to both institutions."
Hanson's county IT
organization is credited
with dramatically improv
ing the county's IT results.
The county this year was
recognized as the second
best in the nation for in the
application of information
technology to improve
operations and services.

Bill Buchman and His AllStars Scheduled to Perform —
The Jazz Club of Sar
asota presents "Bill Buchman’s Art of Jazz AllStars" at Jazz at Two,
Friday, Nov. 12, 2 - 4 p.m.
in the Bayfront Commun
ity Center, 803 N. Tamiami
Trail, Sarasota. Admission
is $3 for Jazz Club mem
bers; $6 for non-members.
The All-Stars feature
John Moak, trombone;
Gordon Edgerton, sax;

Buchman, piano; Richard
Drexler, bass; and Frank
Shea, drums. Buchman, a
graduate of the New Eng
land Conservatory of Mu
sic, is a top flight American
jazz pianist whose style
covers a wide range and
has appeal that crosses the
usual borders. Recently
WEDU TV, in Tampa
(Channel 3) did a profile
on Buchman for their pro

gram "West Coast Jour
nal." Buchman’s recent
CD, "Out of The Blue" was
among the top 50 new jazz
releases played on Na
tional Public Radio affili
ate jazz programs for sev
eral weeks of this year.
For additional infor
mation, visit www.jazz
clubsarasota.com or call
the Jazz Club office at
(941) 366-1552.

COMMUNITY BRIEFS
In the Mood for a
Little Pumpkin Pie?
by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Forget the frozen super
market pies.
If you’re too busy to
bake, you can still get
homemade pies to top off
your Thanksgiving dinner.
How? By ordering 9inch, deep-dish from the
International Democratic
People’s Uhuni Move
ment.
"Our pies are baked
from scratch each night in
a commercial kitchen with
only the finest, fresh, natu
ral ingredients,” organizers
pledged.
Pies come in three fla
vors that will conjure up
memories of grandma’s
kitchen:
Apple Crumb is made
of organic, green apples
with an oat-crumb topping
and costs $11.
Pumpkin pie is a twist
on the traditional treat that
is baked to a golden-brown
and costs $9.
Sweet potato is an oldtime favorite and is baked
from a closely guarded se
cret spice recipe. It costs
$8.

Back in 1981, the
Uhuru’s began baking pies
as a method of raising
money for the African
People’s Education and
Defense Fund, which is a
nonprofit organization that
develops programs to de
fend human and civil
rights in the black commu
nity.
Donations from the pie
sales are used to sponsor
community projects such
as the TyRon Lewis Gym
and Fitness Center, the
Healthy Grocery Store and
the girls and boys basket
ball team.
Now that dessert is
taken care of, do you need
to make room for your hol
iday guest to enjoy your
feast?
The Uhuru’s also pick
up furniture, collectibles
and other items folks can
no longer use. To donate
merchandise call (727)
896-4577.
In the meantime, don’t
forget to try these mouth
watering pies. To place a
pie order, visit www.apedf
.org/pies or call (727) 8212437.

Judge Stringer Youth
Day Rescheduled
GULFPORT - The
Fifth Annual Judge String
er Youth day, held each
year by Stetson University
College of Law in order to
encourage minority enroll
ment, has been resched-

uled. The event was sup
posed to be held this
Friday, Nov. 19. Due to
conflicts, Stetson will hold
the program in February
2005.

Please Support Our
Paper by Patronizing Our
Advertisers

Celebrating a House
Dedication, Courtesy of
Habitat for Humanity

NAACP St. Petersburg Branch
Congratulates the Newly
Elected Officers —------------------—
ST. PETERSBURG On Nov. 9, the St. Peters
burg Branch held its elec
tion of officers. Members
Ernest Fillyau, Wanda
Stuart and Herb Snitzer
supervised the election.
The following persons
were voted into office un
opposed:
• President - Darryl E.
Rouson
• lst Vice President -

Trenia Cox
• 2nd Vice President Harry Harvey
• 3rd Vice President Norman E. Brown
• Secretary - Linda
Hardaway Watkins
• Asst. Secretary Juliette Wamke
• Treasurer - Brenda
Conyers-Nelson
The officers will be
installed Jan. 1, 2005 at the

Emancipation Proclama
tion worship service.
The last meeting to
close out 2004 will be held
Dec. 7 at 7 p.m. All are
welcome. Please bring
your concerns for the com
munity for the upcoming
year.
For more information,
contact the St. Petersburg
Branch NAACP at (727)
898-3310.
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Offiaal Events and Activities ------------------------------------Thursday, N»v.U,2«M

New Habitat for Humanity homeowner, Annita Watkins and her daughter
Amaya hold pictures of Watkins’ other children, Spencer and Shavon, who
were unable to attend the dedication.

0

0

The Walt Disney WorId Florida Classic Presidents
Schobrchip Gab
•600 PM Jan & Celebrity Reception;Disney's
Contemporary Hotel,Fantasia Ballroom 6

Saturday, November 21,2M4

• 7:00 PM dinnet/progtam @ Disney's
Contemporary Hotel,

ST. PETERSBURG On Saturday, Nov. 13,
Pinellas
Habitat
for
Humanity held a dedica

There Is A
Reason
To Read
The
Weekly
Challenger!

tion ceremony for their
new Habitat homeowner,
Annita Watkins and her
family in south St.

Petersburg. State Rep.
Leslie Waters was among
the dignitaries that attend
ed the ceremony.

The Presidents High School Recruitment Fain
(for high school juniors and seniors)

Friday, November 1», 2*14

0
0

• 11 jOO am; Separate Venues for BCC & FAMU/T8D)

Florida Cbssic Experience Fanfare

The Florida Classic Experience Golf Challenge
■ 8:00AM; MetroWest Country Club

* 10dX)AM;Tinker Field/Citrus Bowl

The BellSouth Corporate "tailgate" Vilbge

The Florida Cbssic Coaches luncheon presented by
Smokey Bones Bar-B-Que Restaurant

presented By Hennessy

• 12CX) Noon,'Tinker Field/Citrus B owl

X'LlBqf

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

Hires

Hairstyling
342711th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Th« Florida OasskPr.-Gam. Goncrt,
• lOWPM.Tinker Field/Citrus Bowl

0

Tho Walt Disney World Florida Cbssic
Steppia'InThePaifc.

* 11 :00AM; Tinker Field/Citrus Bowl
^1 The24th Annual Walt Disney World Florida

Cbssic Football Game presented by State Farm

•3:00PM; Magic Kingdom Park

o

Tho FIorida Classic Experience State Farm Battle
of the Bands Festival of Champions,
• 700 PM; T D Waterhouse Center.

•4:00PM; Citrus Bowl

0

The Florida Cbssic Experience Grown Folks Night
Presented by Frontline Promotions
Doors open at 10:00 PM and the party flows
until 300 AM.

0

The Florida Cbssic Experience "Pep RaHy"»bm The Stomp Down If 0-Town”,
•700 PM; Tinker field

• 10:00PM; House of Blues/ Downtown Disney

www.flclassic.com
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TAMPA BAY AREA
THIS & THAT

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
Dear Readers,
A couple of good things
happened the past week or
so. I gotta bring you up to
speed. So, grab a seat, sit
down and read.
***
OFF TO DISNEY
WORLD

a three-week trip to China),
and friend Brian Stath
arrived also on Sunday for a
visit to Epcot.
The exhausted, but
happy trio returned to our
city Monday, Nov. 1 in com
plete agreement that a good
time was had by all.
***

Ralph F. Graves and his
wife, Deloris Albritton
Graves, along with mother,
Flossie Boyd, set the navi
gation systfem on their
overloaded automobile and
were off to Disney World.
They have yet to leam
how to pack light. Their
seven-day stay at the
Embassy Vacation Resort
began Monday, Oct. 25.
The excited trio fully
intended to use every
Barbara Norris
minute of their four-day
Florida resident tickets.
DOING WHAT COMES
Highlights of their stay
NATURALLY
included:
On Nov. 5 and 7,
• Epcot’s World Show Barbara Norris never got so
case, the Living Seas, Mis many congratulations in her
sion Space and Space Ship whole life. She earned them
Earth.
all, because all who know
• MGM Studios Beauty her said so for her 61st
and the Beast, Indiana Jones birthday blowout!
Stunt Spectacular, Star
Recently, Lady Barbara
Tours, Disney Stars Parade played hostess to some of
and Fantasmic.
her invited friends, who
• Animal Kingdom’s were guests in her honor at
Festival of the Lion King, two separate celebrations.
It’s Tough To Be A Bug, and The first one was held at the
the Kilimanjaro Safaris.
Chinese restaurant on Ninth
The vacationers were Ave. N. and 58th St., an allalso especially delighted to you-cared-to-eat place. We
welcome several relatives to ate all we could that wasn’t
their lovely three-bedroom nailed down.
condominium: daughter,
Enjoying the celebra
Teena Reed and son, Justis tion were Barbara’s friends:
Mack, arrived for a visit to Jewel R. Aires, Al and
MGM; Orlando cousin, Mattie Thornton, Bessie R.
Deloris Shepherd and moth Kimes, Helen Callier, Ann
er, Annie Mae Roberts, Killens, Angel Harper,
arrived for a “How is every Mattye Wiggs, Alexandrina
body doing?” chat. Then Cohen, and Barbara Bonner.
daughter Briana Reed (of Others who came to lunch
Alvin Ailey Dancers, and were:
Annie
Garrett,
who recently returned from Paulette Goolsby, Kenneth

Goolsby, C. J. James, and
this writer, Mabel T.
Cooper.
The second celebration
was an afternoon gathering
beginning at 4 p.m. and
which kept going until 8
p.m. The party site was the
Greenview
Manor
Apartment Club Room. It
was a fitting birthday gettogether for Barbara and a
small gathering of some
more of her friends. Barbara
was the most charming and
hospitable hostess. Both
events were casual affairs.
Barbara’s friends expressed
their friendship with her in
their very own way, includ
ing this writer.
Following the catered,
delicious food and cold
drinks and birthday cake,
which had all 61 candles on
it (kidding), we sang the
birthday song and wished
Barbara many happy returns
of the day. Then she was
seranaded with, “It’s Your
Time,” by Luther Barnes
along with the Sunset
Jubilaires, a recording dedi
cated to Barbara from this
scribe.
At both celebrations,
Lady Barbara received
many, many gifts, her
favorite flower, roses, roses,
and roses, of all colors, and
birthday cards, all loaded
with the big bucks, and use
ful gifts. On Monday, she
was laughing on her way to
the bank.
In this gathering were:
Cleo Capehart, Freddie and
Betty R. Smith, Vivian
Jackson, C. J. James, Betty
Fuller, Joyce Robinson,
Dean Robinson, of course
the birthday lady, Barbara
Norris, and yours truly.
***
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

to Joyce Robinson,
whose natal day is Nov. 7.
She celebrated it at
Barbara’s afternoon party.
***
I can’t end the column
without thanking a darling
young lady, Connie Gore,
for the best ever birthday
cake she baked for this
writer’s birthday. Thank
you!
***
Until Next Write Around,
STAY LOOSE!

Applications for Tuskegee
Airmen Local, National
Scholarships Now Available —
TAMPA BAY- Scho
larship applications for
high school seniors are
now available for the local
and national Tuskegee
Airmen, Inc. educational
awards.
The TAI Gen. Daniel
“Chappie" James, Jr. Chap
ter,
headquartered
at
Patrick Air Force Base,
will award five special
scholarships of $500 to
$750 each, said Noel
Harris, chapter president.
The chapter spans from
throughout Central Florida
to the Tampa, Sarasota, Ft.
Myers and St. Petersburg
areas.
The chapter also will
nominate six applicants to
the national committee for
final selection of 46

National Scholarship win
ners. Those winners will
receive $1,500 each.
Additionally, a special
$20,000 Pratt &Whitney
Golden Eagle Award, im
plemented by the Tuskegee
Airmen Scholarship Foun
dation, will be awarded to
one winner at $5,000 per
year for four years. Scho
larship applications must
be returned to the Chappie
James chapter by Feb. 12,
2005.
“Through the scholar
ship programs and other
youth activities, we hope
that the legacy of the Tus
kegee Airmen will contin
ue to be an inspiration fu
ture generations," Harris
said.
“The General Daniel

"Chappie" James, Jr.
Chapter has been very suc
cessful in the number of
scholarships received each
year. I wish all applicants
the best of luck and a
rewarding future."
The Tuskegee Airmen
are America's first black
military airmen. They
braved hostile attacks
without losing a single
bomber to enemy aircraft
in World War U. Interested
applicants please write the
TAI Gen. Daniel "Chap
pie" James, Jr. Chapter at
P.O. Box 254001, Patrick
Air Force Base, FL 32925
or contact Charles Holiday
at CharlHolid or (321)
631-5876 or Noel Harris at
nharris@cfl.rr.com
or
(321) 453-7290.

KINFOLKS to Sponsor
Community Forum on
Fostering and Adopting
African American Children
ST. PETERSBURG Have you thought about
fostering or adopting a
child?
Do you have a child in
state custody and have
questions about how to get
him or her back?
Then come to the first
annual community adop
tion forum held at the
Sanderlin Family Center
on Saturday, Nov. 20.
Sponsored by KIN
FOLKS, the forum is aim-

ed at raising awareness
about the over-representa
tion of minority children in
the foster care system. The
three-hour forum begins at
10 a.m. and coincides with
National Adoption Month,
which is observed in
November.
Highlights include a
panel discussion titled,
"Who
Should
Adopt
African children?” and the
announcement of a faith
based initiative to recruit

adoptive and foster par
ents.
Speakers include: St.
Petersburg Times editorial
writer Eric Deggans, Pi
nellas County School
Board member Nancy Bos
tock, family law attorney
and author Keisha Bell and
Joi Lembke of the Safe
Children Coalition of Pas
co and Pinellas Counties.
For more information,
call Tracie Reddick at
(727) 906-8927.

Around the Bay Area, Various
Organizations Help Meet
Thanksgiving Day Needs-------by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG There’s no need to go hun
gry this Thanksgiving.
Several nonprofit or
ganizations are offering
free food and fellowship
for residents down on their
luck.
For example, a coali
tion of Christian groups
will begin rounding up
homeless residents at 10
a.m. at Williams Park and
taking them to the Gate
way Christian Center for a
turkey dinner with all the
trimmings.
Dinner will be served
from 11 a.m to 2 p.m. at
the center located at the
intersection of Central
Avenue and 43rd Street.
Agencies participating
in the Gateway feast
include: The St. Petersburg
Dream Center; Metropoli
tan Ministries, Bay Point
Christian Center, Salvation
Army, Catholic Charities
of St. Petersburg, Pinellas
Park Wesleyan Church,
Souls Harvest Fellowship
and the Bay Life Christian
Church.
Organizations provid
ing Thanksgiving meals
elsewhere include:
• Tampa Bay Devil
Rays players, coaches and
staff will serve meals to
needy families at St.
Vincent De Paul, 401 15th
Street N. at 6:30 p.m. on
Nov. 23.
• The Beacon House,
2151 Central Avenue, is
serving meals on Thanks
giving Eve from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m.
• People That Love
Mission, 817 Fifth Avenue
North, will serve a turkey
dinner at 3 p.m. on
Thanksgiving Day.
Residents that have a
roof over their head, but no

News
Deadline
Is 4 P.M.
Monday

food in their cupboard can
receive holiday baskets
courtesy of Day Star and
We Help. To leam about
the eligibility requirements
call Day Star at (727) 8250442 or We Help at (727)
823-3471.
Holiday meals are
available for the elderly,
sick and the homebound
handicapped, too.
Neighborly
Senior
Service’s Meals on Wheels
program will deliver din
ners on Thanksgiving Day
to current clients between
10 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. For
more information, call

(727) 573-9444.
In addition, the Salva
tion Army will give out
food vouchers to senior cit
izens over 60 years of age.
Their number is (727) 4425503 or (727) 446-4177.
Organizers from all of
the agencies said they have
been strapped for dona
tions this year due to
efforts to help the victims
of the recent hurricanes.
They welcome food and
cash donations, as well as
volunteers. To leam how
you can help out, call each
agency directly.

Nancy N. Bostock was
elected chairman of the
Pinellas County School
Board. Board members
elected Carol J. Cook vice
chairman.
Bostock was elected to
the school board in 1998
and re-elected in 2002. She
has served as vice chair
man in 2000-01 and 200102. She graduated Phi Beta
Kappa from the University
of Florida and earned a
master’s degree in educa
tion from the University of
South Florida. She is a
native of Pinellas County
and a graduate of Clear
water
High
School.
Bostock, a former teacher,
takes an active role in the
community, working with
the Junior League, the
MOMs Club, R’Club,
HeadStart, Guardian ad
Litem Program, and volun
teering at her children’s
school.
Cook, who served as
vice chairman last year,
was elected to the school
board in 2000 and re-elect
ed in 2004. A graduate of
the University of South
Florida, she taught school
in Pinellas County for 10
years. She serves on the
Florida School Boards

ENROLLING
MOW!
PTEC

PINELLAS TECHNICAL
EDUCATION CENTERS

NEW CLASSES BEGIN
JANUARY 3, 2005
tii'LEANN TO EARNrrr
Choose not to go to college and still earn a great living!
Train for 18 months or less at FTEC
Low tuition because we are part of the public school system
30+Career Programs in the fields of Indusby, Health,
Business/computer technology, Childcare and Horticulture
Financial Aid I VA benefits available

Call or visit us today for more information:
Clearwater
6100154th Ave. N.
Clearwater, FL
727-538-7167
Ext 1095

BUILDTHEDREAM.ORG

Pinellas County
School
News in Brief

St Petersburg
901 34th SL S.
SL Petersburg, FL
727-893-2500
Ext 1060

Association Board of
Directors. Cook served on
the Florida PTA Board of
Directors for nine years,
during which her service
included vice president for
region and councils and
vice president for leader
ship. She has served on
several task forces for the
Florida Department of
Education. Cook is a for
mer president of the
Pinellas County Council of
PTAs and continues to be
active in her church and
community.
Other board members
are Mary L. Tyus Brown,
Janet R. Clark, Jane Gallucci, Linda S. Lerner and
Mary L. Russell.
For more information,
contact Ron Stone, associ
ate superintendent for hu
man resources and public
affairs, (727) 588-6273.

Education
ls The
Key
To A
Successful
Future
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Recalling the Past - Local Residents
Remember Pinellas County’s Struggle for
Equality-------------------------------- ------------------by Candace K. Clarke
Challenger Editor
CLEARWATER - The
focus was on education and
the local civil rights strug
gle, as panelists and audi
ence members met at the
Pinellas County African
American Museum and
Resource Center in Clear
water last weekend. Hosted
by the Florida Humanities
Council, the Saturday af
ternoon event honored the
impact that Brown vs. the
Board of Education has
made, particularly in the
Bay area.
Here are a few memo
rable stories from the pan
elists:
Local resident Samuel
Haywood, raised by his
father and grandmother,
said he grew up under the
philosophy, "You are to
work and you are to study
and go to school." As a
strong role model, Hay
wood’s father, who ran a
service station, continuous
ly instilled the importance
of education. "To prove his
point, my father - who had
never finished high school decided that he would go
back to high school, the
same time as me," said
Haywood. "He graduated
from high school the same
time I graduated from high
school," he said, "and that
took a lot of nerve."
Now a teacher, Diane
Stephens was bom and
raised in the Greenwood
neighborhood of Clear
water. The saying, "It takes
a village to raise a child,"
was put into practice when
she was growing up. That
same sense of community
spirit is missing now, she
said, echoing the senti
ments of many black lead
ers around the nation.
Stephens even recalled the
proactive approach of the
school librarian, who made
sure that the kids behaved
themselves and were kept
in line. "The whole neigh
borhood was very support
ive," she added. "The
(neighbors) would always
ask, ‘What are your
grades? What are you do
ing in school?’ This hap
pened even when I went

Theatre
from front page
offense was cruelly impris
oned for several years and
then freed by White author
ities. It was voted Best
New Play of the Year by the
New York Drama Critics’
Circle.
"The Piano Lesson,"
which opened on Broad
way in 1990, earned
Wilson his second Pulitzer
Prize, as well as a Drama
Desk Award. The play
takes place during the
Great Depression of the
193O’s, pitting brother
against sister. It tells a story
that’s too familiar to us all,
one Black family’s’ rela
tionships and how those
relationships can be strain
ed by one particular family
tie. The tie in question is a
piano. The strain it causes
is the real "Piano Lesson"
reminding us that AfricanAmericans are often de
prived of not only the sym
bols of their past, but also

The participants included (left to right): Lori Krout, Diane Stephens, Mercedes Pearson, Randy
Lightfoot (African American Museum board of directors member), James Dorsett, Robert DeLack and
Samuel Haywood.

Sandra Rooks, executive director of the museum,
stands next to a display donated by the St.
Petersburg Bar Association. She has helped spear
head the museum’s efforts since its grand opening
in January 2003.
away to college and came
back," she said.
Fellow panelist Merce
des Pearson added, "I miss
the neighborhood warmth we’ve lost that." A graduate
of Seminole High School
in 1973, she recalled how
her guidance counselor
called her into the office as
she neared the end of her
senior year. What she was
told next shocked her: the
counselor announced that
despite her outstanding
grades, she should consider
getting a job as a maid.
That was supposed to be
the best Pearson should
hope for. Pearson was not
deterred.
"I’ve learned that you

have to have a positive atti
tude, no matter what. You
never let anyone else dic
tate what kind of day
you’re going to have," she
said.
Participants
Robert
DeLack and Lori Krout
grew up in homes that did
n’t exemplify racist values.
"I come from a long line of
teachers and preachers,"
said DeLack, who grew up
in Clearwater. "I was raised
in a fairly tolerant house
hold," he stated. "I was
taught that race doesn’t
matter, and to treat every
one equally."
Krout agreed, saying,
"Prejudice is something
that is taught." Krout was

of the opportunity in the
present.
Directed by Jacobs, the
cast includes young actors
Solomon Burton, Leon
Campbell, Keyroy Ford
ham, Amette German,
Naari Jacobs, Dionndra
Kinsey, Henry Porter, II,
and Dean Wilson. Ener
getic, focused and very
much alive, together the
actors absorb the audience
into the production. Clive
Barnes of the New York
Post said it best, when he
wrote "This is a play in
which to lose yourself - to
give yourself up - to
August Wilson’s thoughts,
humors and thrills, all
caught in a microcosm
largely remote for many of
us from our own little
worlds, yet always talking
the same language of hu
manity."
Give yourself a treat!
Take the entire family to
hear and see quality Black
American Theatre. Nate

Jacobs has done us all a
great favor by bringing
Broadway to our own
backyards, right here in the
Tampa Bay area. As with
all new businesses, they
need our support.
"The Piano Lesson"
will be performed until
Nov. 20 at the Gompertz
Theatre, 1247 First St.,
Sarasota. Evening perform
ances begin at 7:30 p.m.

.lean

dance

also a participant for Heri
tage Village’s exhibit that
commemorated Brown vs.
the Board of Education a
few months ago. She con
tributed an exhibit of her
own, a picture of herself as
a kindergartner, playing
with her friends in the
schoolyard. Krout was just
one of two white children
who integrated Palmetto
Elementary School in
1966. "You basically don’t
see color as a young child,
unless someone has taught
you to do that," she has
said.
James Dorsett grew up
in Tarpon Springs, amidst a
well-known family (Dor
sett Park was named after
his father). With a perpetu
al warm, welcoming smile
on his face, Dorsett also
maintains that keeping up a
positive attitude, despite
challenges, will get you far
in life. "Mom and dad were
always pushing us kids,
telling us all the time that
we were just as good as
anybody else," he recalled.
"Don’t ever feel that you’re
less than..." he said.
"As we lost our institu
tions, the values that were
instilled into us were lost,"
he added. "We lost them
with integration." Heading
into Tarpon Springs Junior
High, negative concepts
like smoking in the bath
rooms and bringing fire
crackers to school were
introduced to him, he said.
"At that time, it didn’t deter
us (as blacks), because we
weren’t about that," he
said. "We were more the
"eyes on the prize" type,
because that’s the genera
tion we came from."
"There was only one

with Matinees at 3 p.m.
Call (941) 954-4651 for
ticket information. Season
Subscriptions, group and
students rates are also
available. For a Season
Brochure send a selfaddressed stamped enve
lope to WBTT, P.O. Box
1086, Sarasota, FL 34230.

lean

coach

how can you keep
a kid off drugs?—
The truth is. a little of your time can make a lifetime
of difference. Because kids with something to do
are less likely to do drugs. Ym can help. For more
information on drug prevention programs in your
community, call or visit:

1877 KIDS 313
www.y0ucanhelpkitfs.0r9

oSSLem

Office gf Nwioml Omit Control FaOcy

thing that came from inte
gration," Dorsett said. "We
brought our bodies into
those classrooms, and
learned what they wanted
to teach us."
When asked about the
changes in youth today,
Dorsett was saddened by
the lack of respect shown
around the community.
"Even in little old Tarpon
Springs, you couldn’t just
walk down by Mr. Jones’
house and not say hello.
There were people on the
street that we thought - as
kids - weren’t the best, but
we had to at least show
them respect."
The Pinellas County
African American Museum
and Resource Center is lo
cated at 1101 N. Marshall
St., Clearwater. For more
information, please call
Executive Director Sandra
Rooks at (727) 532-1698,
or Board ofDirectors mem
ber Randy Lightfoot, at
(727),588-6342.
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Federal Grant to Assist AtRisk Populations in Pinellas
County through Faith-Based
and Community Initiative —
CLEARWATERWorkNet Pinellas has been
granted $474,140 from the
Department of Labor's
Employment and Training
Administration
(DOL
ETA) to implement Project
ACCESS
(Advancing
Community Cooperation
to Employ and Strengthen
Skills), an innovative pro
gram designed to build
long-term
partnerships
with faith-based and com
munity organizations and
address unmet employ
ment needs of hard-toserve individuals in Pinel
las County, Florida. WorkNet Pinellas has partnered
with Catholic Charities
Diocese of St. Petersburg,
Inc. (CCDOSP), to assist
low-income working indi
viduals, ex-offenders and
individuals with limited
English proficiency, to ob
tain jobs or advance em
ployment within the coun
ty. The program will pro
vide life-skills, career-laddering and on-the-job
training opportunities, as
well as case management,
job placement and reten
tion for the individuals
involved.
WorkNet Pinellas and
Catholic Charities will be
working with the following
agencies as intermediary
partners for the program,
Pinellas Ex-Offender Re
entry
Coalition,
Inc.
(awarded $90,000), St.

Petersburg Dream Center
(awarded $90,000), and
Kids In Need of Famihes
Offering Love, Kindness
and Support (KINFOLKS
awarded $60,000). The se
lected grassroots agencies
will serve a minimum of
1,800 economically disad
vantaged individuals and
find jobs for at least 200
participants. Each agency
will provide a minimum of
25 percent in-kind services
or goods to the program (in
excess of the grant award).
The selected agencies also
agree to work with the
three partnering businesses
for job referrals, WorkNet
Pinellas for job training
and placement, and addi
tional partners such as the
Pinellas County Jail for
participant referrals.
WorkNet has collabo
rated with Bright House
Networks, Morton Plant
Hospital, and Bayfront
Medical Center to offer
employment opportunities
for qualified participants
towards targeted critical

occupations in Pinellas
County, representing the
healthcare, customer serv
ice, retail and food prepa
ration and service indus
tries.
This investment by the
DOL ETA supports and
complements the Presi
dent's High-Growth Job
Training Initiative that was
designed to provide nation
al leadership for a demanddriven workforce system
that ensures no worker is
left behind. The grant is
contracted to last for a peri
od of 18 months.
WorkNet Pinellas is
the governing Workforce
Board, Region 14, for Pi
nellas County. WorkNet
Pinellas develops strategies
to target the needs of
employers then matches
them to job seekers across
the employment spectrum,
from assisting those seek
ing entry level positions in
the workforce to cultivat
ing workers to fill coveted
high skill/high demand
positions.

Every ©ay is a Gift Thai’s Why it’s Called
the Pres epi!
1

"
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In Praise of Langston Hughes’ ’Black
Nativity’-----------------------------------------------Mahaffey Theater to feature the play next month

Bob Devin Jones of St. Petersburg will direct the
Mahaffey Theater Foundation's production of
Langston Hughes' Black Nativity. The production
will be live on the Mahaffey stage for three per
formances on Dec. 18 and 19.
by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Most people have seen,
heard or read a version of
the Christmas story.
But, few have wit
nessed it from a black per
spective.
That is, until now.
On Dec. 18 and 19, the
Mahaffey Theater will
showcase three perform
ances of Langston Hughes’
"Black Nativity: A Gospel
Song Play."
The first performance
of the play written by the

Harlem Renaissance writer
appeared on Broadway in
1961. Using soul-stirring
scripture, roof-raising poet
ry, hand-clapping gospel
music and foot-stomping
dance, the play is a testi
mony to the original story
of the Nativity.
Productions of the po
werful play have become
annual traditions in cities
such as Boston, Seattle and
Minneapolis over the past
four decades.
St. Petersburg will
soon be added to that list.
"Our play will be di-

rected by St. Petersburg’s
own Bob Devin Jones,”
said Sandy Tabor, Mahaf
fey’s Director of Develop
ment.
A multi-ethnic cast of
more than 50 local actors,
dancers, singers and musi
cians of all ages are fea
tured in the local which is
destined to become an an
nual Christmas custom.
"We envision that the
child who dances at this
year’s production may be
the director 15 years from
now,” Tabor said.
Three performances of
the play are scheduled for
next month. However, be
fore the curtains are drawn,
Tabor is asking local busi
ness owners to serve as
Angel sponsors.
"The cost of sponsor
ship is $150,” said Tabor,
noting the fee includes:
• Recognition in the
printed program that will
be distributed at perform
ances.
• Reserved seating for
two at the Dec. 18 evening
performance, which in
cludes a free parking pass
and coupons for four free
drinks.
• An exclusive invita
tion to the post-perform-

Harlem Renaissance
writer Langston Hughes
penned "Black
Nativity," which first
appeared on Broadway
in 1961.
ance reception reserved for
cast and friends.
"Proceeds will help the
Mahaffey Theater Founda
tion fulfill its mission of
providing
educational,
entertaining and diverse
programming for all the
residents of our communi
ty,” Tabor said.
For tickets and addi
tional information, call
the Mahaffey Theater
Foundation at (727) 8925710.

Free Throws
Contribute to Woes
for SPC Basketball
ST. PETERSBURG With both St. Petersburg
College basketball teams
experiencing a disappoint
ing season start, the coach
es are hopeful something
as simple as a turnaround
with free throws will make
a difference.
More success at the
line would have reversed
the outcome in two games
over the weekend.
The men’s team lost
78-71 to visiting Santa Fe
Community College as the
Titans repeatedly failed to
hit foul shots. On the road,
the women’s team could
smell their first victory of
the year, then suffered the
same fate at the line and
lost to Georgia’s Abraham
Baldwin College, 55-54. A
second weekend loss, to

the Peach State’s Darton
College, left the women’s
team at 0-5.
The men’s team had
better luck against visiting
Warner Southern College,
winning a thriller 67-66.
The weekend split gave the
Titans a 2-4 mark.
The men are home
again Friday when MiamiDade College comes in for
a 7 p.m. tipoff in the gym
at the St. Petersburg/Gibbs
Campus, 6605 Fifth Ave.
N. A Saturday home game
against Broward Commun
ity College has been can
celed.
The women remain on
the road until Dec. 3, when
Abraham Baldwin comes
to call. Game time: 7 p.m.
All SPC home games are
free.

AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAMS.
Ignore them and they'll go away.
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Calling for Compassion and Prayer
Attorney Darryl Rouson pleads lenience towards the Tampa prosecutor charged with a DUI
by Linda Young
Challenger correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Ah, poetic justice, the
woman prosecuting Darryl
Rouson for a specious tres
passing charge is herself
under prosecution for a
serious DUI charge.
A lesser man might
succumb to a fit of glee
after learning the incredi
bly ironic facts of his pros
ecutors' plight. Lydia
Dempsey Wardell, the priv
ileged white prosecutor
with a passion for being
tough on drunk drivers was
herself caught driving with
0.23 percent alcohol in her
blood — more than three
times too drunk to legally
drive — and with three
children in her car.
However, Rouson is a
principled man willing to
disregard race, privilege or
self-interest when he sees
someone who needs help
that he can render.
It just so happens that
Rouson recently brought
greetings from the minority
National Bar Association
(NBA) to the l4th annual
Commission on Lawyer
Assistance
Programs
(CoLAP) conference in
Philadelphia last month.
Approximately 80 per
cent of the NBA member
ship are minorities and they
formed the association
years ago before the ABA
admitted black attorneys.

The ABA has operated
a CoLAP for 20 years.
CoLAP has programs in 32
states, including Florida.
Here, the program is the
Florida Lawyers Assistance
or FLA. "The job of
CoLAP is to treat lawyers
for mental emotional
issues, primarily substance
abuse, stress and those
things that come with the
pressures of practice,"
Rouson said.
Rouson
said
the
American Bar Association
(ABA) did studies and
found addictions among
lawyers is two times the
national average. So, if 10
percent of the general pop
ulation has problems with
alcohol and other addic
tions then approximately
18 percent- to 20 percent of
attorneys are addicts and
alcoholics.
Earlier this year, in a
historic first, the ABA and
NBA signed a memoran
dum of understanding that
calls for the ABA to assist
the NBA "to put together
for the first time to put
together a program that
models the ABA CoLAP
but with some ethical
specificity."
"So when I read of Ms.
Wardell's plight my heart
goes out to her and her
family after shame and
embarrassment come sur
render and healing."
Rouson said that he

was writing a letter on
behalf of Wardell "to urge
Mark Ober Hillsborough
state attorney and Bernie
McCabe Pinellas-Pasco
State Attorney to be ex
tremely compassionate in
their prosecution of a hurt
ing colleague.
"I would encourage
them to reach out to Florida
Lawyers Assistance FLA
and to HCC of Tampa,"
Rouson said.
All the major treatment
centers including the Betty
Ford centers, the Caron
Foundation in New York,
and Health Care Con
nections (HCC) of Tampa
have treatment programs
for doctors and lawyers
with alcohol and drug
addictions.
The Weekly Challenger
asked Rouson last Friday
morning if he had any hard
feelings toward Wardell for
filing charges of trespass
against him stemming from
his visit to a local store that
sold paraphernalia suitable
for use with illegal drugs.
Leaning forward at his
conference table, Rouson
replied, "Absolutely not. In
fact I didn't have hard feel
ings when she filed."
He added that Wardell
is "a thorough prosecutor
and she's protecting some
one she views as a victim
of trespass I am equally
compassionate about what
I do as protecting the com-

munity from those who
deal in tools of death and
destruction. The beauty of
the adversarial system is
that she and I will get our
day in court."
However, Wardell may
get her own day in court
first on charges stemming
from the accident she
caused on Veterans Day
while driving drunk with
three children in her car.
Drunk driving is a big
problem and for nearly 25
years Mothers Against
Drunk Drivers (MADD),
has battled that problem.
Traffic fatalities have
decreased 3 percent for the
first time in five years, said
Misty Moyse, director of
media
relations
for
MADD. However, that still
means more than 17,000
fatalities a year, or every 30
minutes someone dies in an
alcohol related traffic fatal
ity with another half mil
lion people a year injured,
Moyse said.
In
the
meantime,
MADD starts their "Tie
One On" campaign Nov.
18. They are asking the
public to tie a red ribbon on
their car, as a reminder to
themselves and other driv
ers to drive safely. They ask
that people pledge to drive
safe, sober and buckled
up."
"It has to become unac
ceptable to get behind the
wheel drunk," Moyse said.
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Doorways
from front page
directed by Dr. Cody
Clark; the John Hopkins
Steel Drum Band; soloist
John Bambery, from the
Pinellas County Center for
the Arts at Gibbs; and
"Rockin’ Rick Baker,"
Mayor of St. Petersburg,
on guitar.
Songs included "We
are the world" and the
lyrics seemed appropriate
to the occasion. "There
comes a time when we
need a certain call when
the world must come
together as one. There are
people dying oh it's time
to lend a hand to life."
Certainly the Door
ways sponsors lend a hand
and as Haines said, the
Doorways program is the
"most successful scholar
ship program of its kind in
the country."
Among those sponsors
was Franklin Templeton
Investments and their Vice
President of Investor Ser
vices, Eric Zimmer, ad
dressed the students. He
reminded them that as
Doorways students they
have numerous sponsors
and mentors who have
donated "$16 million to
Pinellas Education Foun
dation to pay for your col
lege education."
Dr. Clayton Wilcox,
Superintendent Pinellas
County Schools, called the
scholars "another impres
sive group." He commend
ed the Doorways coordina
tors, guidance counselors
and parents that "make

through your journey
through school is a suc
cess."
Baker said St. Peters
burg was committed to
over 400 doorway scholar
ships and corporate spon
sors for every school and
thanked the mentors,
donors and scholars. "Take
advantage of the opportu
nity you have, do what is
asked this is a great oppor
tunity."
James Beamon, a sev
enth grade Doorways
scholar from Meadowlawn
Middle School quipped, "a
mind is a terrible thing to
waste. I promise I'll put my
mind to work - hard work."
i. &
He signed his contract in
sixth grade. "I knew I was
on my way to college - yes.
For students like me, who
have a dream and need
some financial help and
encouragement."
He plans to become a
lawyer and work in the
state attorneys office. "It
will be a long road but I
know I can make it thanks
to doorways," Beamon
said.
School Board member
Linda Lerner said that the
money is important, but
the extra mentoring and
support were important
too. "I've seen it grow and
it has been supported and
certainly what Baker is
doing I would like other
mayors to follow," Lerner
said of the corporations
that the mayor recruited.
These businesses provide
an extra 400 scholarships
in St. Petersburg.

Diverse EduCators
Critical to
Quality Teaching
7

’By
Reg Weaver,

National
Education
Association

School districts
need to
support
teachers of color

NATIONAL
EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION

As school enrollments continue to rise and more teachers retire, school districts
across the country are valiantly trying to hire and retain enough high-quality
educators to meet their needs. In increasing demand are teachers with math,
science and special education backgrounds. But not enough attention has been
paid to the critical need to recruit teachers with racially and ethnically diverse
backgrounds.
Nationally, about 17 percent of public school students are African American
and 6 percent of teachers are African American. Likewise, about 16 percent of
public school students are Hispanic and 5 percent of teachers are Hispanic. In
more than one-third of America’s public schools, there is not a single teacher
of color.
Issues of diversity are especially relevant today. Recruiting and retaining more
teachers of color can be crucial to closing achievement gaps and ensuring all
teachers are highly qualified.
NEA has joined with other education organizations in a National Collaborative
on Diversity in the Teaching Force. In its recent report, “Assessment of
Diversity in America’s Teaching Force,” the Collaborative examined the relation
ships among educational opportunity, educational achievement, teacher diversi
ty and teacher quality. The Collaborative found that a diverse teaching force
can be a resource for students and other teachers to help understand students
with different backgrounds. It also found that increasing the percentage of
teachers of color is directly connected to closing achievement gaps
NEA and its partners in the Collaborative call for a variety of solutions, includ
ing early outreach to middle and high school students to identify those with an
interest in teaching, reaching out to students attending community colleges, and
helping those interested in teaching gain the knowledge and skills to become
licensed.
We can’t do it alone. States and school districts need to support teachers of
color both in the pipeline and in the classroom.
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leading advocates for
children and public
education

The sad reality is that a child could go through his entire education without
ever having a teacher who looks like me. This is not a reflection of the world
or our communities, and it's certainly not a reflection of how we want our
children to see the world.
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Scenes From 94.1’s Smooth Jazz on the Pier

National
Family
Week
Celebration
at the
Sanderlin
Center-----

Willie "T FOXX" Thompson and Frankie "J"
hang out
photos by Rassi

ST. PETERSBURGOn the second Sunday of
every month, Smooth Jazz
94.1 teams up with The
Pier to host this great after
noon of jazz in a beautiful
setting. The latest concert,
hosted by Smooth Jazz’s Al
Santana, offered The Alan
Sams Band with special

guest guitarist Willie "T
FOXX" Thompson as the
headliner. Frankie "J," who
has played with the
Barkays and is now head
ing his own project, The
Family Stone, appeared on
trombone. The a capella
group 3AM was also a part
of the Smooth Jazz lineup.

The a capella group 3AM1 were a special part of the entertainment lineup. Members include: Edward Jones, Bruce Turner, Kelvin
Mitcell, Jeff Henderson, Roy Sadler and Brian Sellman. Not pictured are Roger Mike II and Jamal Gosin.

Kicking Off ‘Children’s Book Week’ at the Johnson
Library-------------------------- -------------------------- —-----and sizes and genres.
"Each child will get to
pick out a book and take it
home,” said librarian assis
tant Patricia O’Farrell.
Olympia Jelks, a book
worm and a regular at the
Johnson library, eyeballed
a few selections featured in
the showcase of books dur
ing dinner.
"I see a couple of them
that I like,” said the 8-yearold student at 74th Street
Elementary School. "I’m
going to have to study the
titles” before making a
final selection, she said.
"This was very nice,”
Olympia’s mother Evelyn
Foster said of the event.
"I’m sorry I didn’t bring
my grandchildren.”
Taffye Macon agreed.
"It was absolutely superb,”
concluded Macon, who
was accompanied by her
13-year-old son Jarred
Wimbley, a student at Faith
Christian Academy of
Pinellas, Inc.

“Children’s Book Week” attracted the attention of a lot of interested youngsters.
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ST. PETERSBURG National Family Week is a
wonderful time to honor
the connections that sup
port and strengthen fami
lies. This is an annual,
national celebration that
focuses on strong families
as the center of strong
communities. The James
B. Sanderlin Family Cen
ter staff and famihes will
celebrate this occasion on
Saturday, Nov. 20, from
10 a.m. -1 p.m. with a free
8x10 color family photo,
art exhibits, essays, raf
fles, entertainment and
food.
The community is
welcome and encouraged
to come out and partici
pate.
For more information,
please contact Mamie Hall
at (727) 321-9444.

Helping Preserve
Financial Security
During Uncertain Times

More than 125 years of serving our
clients when they need us most.
The Prudential Insurance Company
of America
Roy James - Premier Agent

4100 Central Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-4137

Prudential

Financial

Crowing and Protecting Your Wealth*

Prudential Financial is a registered service mark of The Prudential Insurance Company of
America, Newark, NJ and its affiliates.
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St Progress Energy
Presents The 2004-2005 Season

Dave Koz
Smooth Jaz
Christmas
with Brian Culbertson,

Norman Brown,
Patti Austin
& Woyman Tisdale

1I0BED *282?
Tues.,
Nov. 30,
8 pm

Delicious! Everyone enjoyed the traditional spaghetti dinner held at the Enoch Davis Center afterwards.
photos by Rassi

by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Strega who?
That’s the question 200
youngsters wanted an
swered after Bill Foster
announced the book he was
going to read Tuesday
evening at the James
Weldon Johnson Library.
"Strega Nona,” the St.
Petersburg council member
explained. "She’s a special
lady. When ever I say her
name, I want you to think

about someone special in
your life.”
With that introduction,
Foster kicked off "Chil
dren’s Book Week,” an 85year-old celebration that
introduces young people
across the country to new
authors.
Held the week before
Thanksgiving, the theme of
this year’s event is "Let’s
Book.”
A decade ago, Mary
Gaines started the tradition
locally by hosting a com

munity dinner and a circle
hour featuring the mayor
reading a novel to inspire
children to read.
St. Petersburg Mayor
Rick Baker was unable to
attend this year’s event,
which was cool because
Foster was able to fit com
fortably in his shoes.
"This is a great book. It
has an Italian flair to it,”
Foster said of the book
penned by Tomie DePaola.
"Strega Nona," which
means grandma witch, cap

tivated the crowd, who
waited eagerly to discover
what potions the town
matriarch was cooking up.
They also giggled at
the lesson a character
named "Big Anthony”
learned the hard way after
he decided to go poking in
grandma’s pot without her
permission.
"Big Anthony didn’t do
what he was supposed to
do?” Foster asked as the
kids shook their heads and
shouted
in
unison:

"Nooooo!”
After the story hour
was over, the Johnson sib
lings - Shakera, Jessica,
Tiara and Stephen - were
among the first to form a
line inside the nearby
Enoch Davis Center, where
the library staff treated the
crowd to a dinner of spa
ghetti, salad, roll and red
Kool-aid.
Dinner was followed
by a puppet show and the
main event - a table fined
with books of all shapes
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STATE NEWS
Sifford Breaks AnOther Barrier With Spot Civil
in Golf Hall Of Fame------------------------ ------ Rights----by Doug Ferguson
AP Golf Writer
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla.
(AP) - Charlie Sifford only
wanted a chance to play.
Despite a warning
from Jackie Robinson that
he would face taunts and
threats, Sifford fought the
PGA Tour over its Cau
casian-only clause until he
became its first black mem
ber in 1960. Full privileges
didn't come for another five
years. He couldn't stay in
hotels at some of the tour
naments he played.
Sifford measured suc
cess by surviving a hostile
environment that infiltrated
a genteel game.
So imagine how it must
feel to join one of the most
exclusive clubs in golf, a
membership that includes
only the best who ever
played - Bobby Jones and
Ben Hogan, Jack Nicklaus
and Arnold Palmer.
Listen to him when he
answers his phone.
“Charlie Sifford, Hall
of Famer," he says in a
voice finally full of opti
mism.
An iron-willed man
who spent his career fight
ing for inclusion, Sifford
broke down another barrier
Monday night when he
became the first black
member inducted into the
World Golf Hall of Fame.
His credentials include
two PGA Tour victories,
the 1967 Greater Hartford
Open and the 1969 Los
Angeles Open. He was
never invited to the Mas
ters, a wound that only
healed when Tiger Woods
won the green jacket in a
record-setting performance
in 1997.
But many believe
Sifford's election through
the Lifetime Achievement
category was overdue.
“Charlie won tourna
ments, but more important,
he broke a barrier," Nick
laus said. “I think what
Charlie Sifford has brought
to this game has been mon
umental. To be inducted
into the Hall of Fame ... I
think it's about time."
The induction ceremo
ny will bring membership
in the World Golf Hall of
Fame to 104.
Sifford, 82, still re
members the April after-

PGA trailblazer Charles Sifford will be the first
African-American to be inducted into the World Golf
Hall of Fame.
AP Photo/Chuck Burton

noon when PGA Tour com
missioner Tim Finchem
called to tell him he was in
the Hall of Fame, with in
structions not to tell anyone
until the official announce
ment.
“I couldn't tell any
one," Sifford said, “because
I didn't believe it myself."
Sifford's goals were
modest by most standards.
He wanted to win on the
PGA Tour, play in the three
U.S. majors and get induct
ed into the Hall of Fame.
The challenge was get
ting a chance.
Sifford dominated the
all-black United Golfers
Association, winning five
straight national titles. He
longed to test his game
against the best, only to run
into the same roadblock as
Teddy Rhodes and Bill
Spiller before him - the
PGA of America had a
whites-only clause.
In his autobiography,
“Just Let Me Play," Sifford
tells of meeting Robinson
in California, about the
time Robinson was trying
to break the color barrier in
baseball.
“He asked me if I was a
quitter," Sifford said. "I
told him no. He said, 'If
you're not a quitter, you're
probably going to experi
ence some things that will
make you want to quit.'"
It didn't take long for
Sifford to find out. During
the 1952 Phoenix Open,
one of the few events
blacks could play, Sifford
found human feces in the

25th Annual Walt
Disney World Florida
Classic Kicks Off
This Weekend!

cup when he got to the first
green. Even more bother
some was his first trip
home to North Carolina
after he had his PGA Tour
card.
Sifford received death
threats over the phone at
the '61 Greater Greensboro
Open. He heard racial slurs
as he walked the fairways
of Sedgefield Country
Club. And he still managed
to finish fourth.
“I felt a larger victory,"
Sifford wrote. “I had come
through my first southern
tournament with the worst
kind of social pressure and
discrimination around me,
and I hadn't cracked. I had
n't quit."
Sifford's courage paved
the way for other blacks to
play on the PGA Tour Pete Brown, the first black
to win at the 1964 Waco
Open; Lee Elder, the first
black to play the Masters in
1975; Calvin Peete, whose
supreme accuracy off the
tee sent him to 12 victories,
including The Players
Championship.
Brown now works as
the head pro at Madden
Golf Club, a public course
in Dayton, Ohio. He was
thrilled to hear that Sifford,
with whom he traveled the
tour in a car, was taking his
place among the greats in
golf.
“That's better than Lee
going to the Masters,"
Brown said. “Not every
body makes the Hall of
Fame. He worked awfully
hard for it under the cir

cumstances. It took a lot of
guts for him to go through
what he did."
Woods said he consid
ers Sifford a grandfather
figure, saving every letter
Sifford has written him
since they first met when
Woods was in high school.
Sifford did not go to the '97
Masters; he has never set
foot on the hallowed
grounds of Augusta Na
tional, still bitter over qual
ifications that kept him out
of the Masters despite vic
tories in Hartford and Los
Angeles.
“If it wasn't for Charlie
and players like Teddy
Rhodes, Bill Spiller and
others, we wouldn't be
here," Woods, said. “I cer
tainly wouldn't probably
have been introduced to the
game of golf because my
dad wouldn't have played.
Without Charlie's diligence
and dedication ... we owe
everything to him and to
others like him."
Woods' father consid
ers Sifford one of his sports
heroes, along with Jim
Brown, Hank Aaron and
Joe Louis.
“He took the punish
ment, the ridicule and he
still persevered," Earl
Woods said. "For that, he
should always be remem
bered. Because nobody
else did it but him. He was
the first one."
That will be Sifford's
legacy - the first black on
the PGA Tour.
And now, the first
black in the World Golf
Hall of Fame.
Sifford has had six
months to prepare a speech
for the induction ceremony
and said he will speak from
the heart. He remembers
the closed doors, the racial
slurs, the faces in the
gallery who wanted him to
fail.
“There is always a way
to forgive," Sifford said
"But I cannot forget what I
went through to get to the
Hall of Fame. I know I had
some bad days, some tough
days.
“But it looks like
everything worked out
fine."

from front page
In 1950, J.H.M. Whitehead, a real estate sales
man, and Flossie Curinton
met with Ruby Hurley, the
Southeast regional director
of the NAACP, who pre
sented the present charter
to the voters in the city's
NAACP branch, which be
came the Volusia CountyDaytona Beach Branch.
Whitehead was suc
ceeded in 1959 by James F.
Daniel. During this period,
the branch was involved in
such activities as sit-ins and
other major activities to
integrate places of accom
modation, such as hotels
and beaches. Cherry was
involved and incarcerated
for his actions.
Daniel was later suc
ceeded as president by
Horace Reed, with James
Daniels as vice president.
Reed was succeeded by
Cherry, who was later suc
ceeded
by
Benjamin
Brown.
Other branch presi
dents over the years have

Bronson
from front page
don't feel involved, Bron
son said.
Part of'his solution is to
recognize the "sacredness
of each person," and make
sure that the methodology

of the process does not
negate that. He uses all the
traditional tools including
goal setting, and evaluating
what they could have done
better. What he discovered
is that you can be competi
tive and still conduct busi
ness fairly. A bonus is a
clear conscience.
Anyone who wants to
emulate Bronson's ethical

been the Rev. E.C. Glover,
Richard V. Moore Jr., the
Rev. George McRae, Clyde
Hayes, the Rev. Ronald
Fox, Hortense Geter, Fran
Worthen, Naomi Cooper,
Marjorie Jo’ son and the
current president, Cynthia
Slater.
After Cherry became
president of the Volusia
County-Daytona
Beach
Branch of the NAACP in
1971, he continued his
struggle to integrate public
facilities and accommoda
tions and improved the
social and economic condi
tions by fighting for higher
wages, more jobs and bet
ter housing for Blacks in
the county.
His fight was extended
in 1974 when he was elect
ed president of the Florida
State
Conference
of
NAACP Branches and
served for 10 years when
he decided not to run for reelection. During this time,
he fought for single-mem
ber districts and thus
increased the number of
legislators on the state level
and political representation
on the local level.
Cherry also assisted in

the release of many indi
viduals who were in
carcerated without cause,
including Pitts and Lee in
Port St. Joe, FL.
Cherry also served on
the National Board of
Directors of the NAACP
for 12 years - from 1977 to
1989.
In the years since the
convention which was ded
icated to him, Cherry has
maintained his stance
against discrimination and
other social woes in the
community. After several
tumultuous administrations
that sparked discontent and
divisiveness within the Vo
lusia
County-Daytona
Beach Branch of the
NAACP, Mr. Cherry again
was called upon to seek the
presidency. He was elected
again in the 1990s and
brought back what many
say was a sensibility and
respect to the civil rights
organization, restoring or
der from what many say
was massive disorder with
in the branch.
Believing he could ac
complish many of his ob
jectives through his service
as a city commissioner, a

post to which he was elect
ed in 1995, Cherry did not
seek re-election to the pres
idency of the NAACP in
1999. He said he also
hoped to see many in the
younger generation take
the reins of responsibility
in the NAACP.
To the end, Cherry
staunchly battled discrimi
nation in the city and
worked for more jobs and
better overall conditions for
the residents in his zone.
Cherry and his family
founded the Daytona Times
newspaper more than 25
years ago, and along with
his other works in the com
munity, he has been a vital
force in overseeing the
paper's operation.
Cherry was also pub
lisher of the Florida Cour
ier newspaper in Fort
Pierce, which serves black
communities along the
Treasure Coast.
Sadly, his death fell on
the day of wife Julia’s

decision making process
will enjoy the two-book
set. The 188-page biogra
phy, "Chief Servant,"
reveals his leadership and
management style by ex
amining his life from birth
to now. The 72-page pock
et size "Living a Life of
Gratitude," with 70 quotes
on various topics conveys
his "wisdom and thoughtprovoking life philosophy."
It is ideal to read as a refer
ence book for living.
All proceeds go into
the Dr. Oswald P. Bronson,
Sr., Scholarship Fund,
started by Bronson and his
wife of 52 years, Helen.
The fund currently has
$300,000 with a goal to

reach $1 million so it is an
endowed and can perpetu
ally assist 50 to 60 students
annually. The two-book set
is $28 and is available from
the B-CC Bookstore at
www.bcc.bkstr.com
or
(386) 255-1295.
Scholarship money is
important since "95 percent
of our students require
financial aid." Tuition
along with room and board
cost $17,000 a year. Many
students want to attend BCC because of its family
atmosphere, Bronson said.
Because students can often
obtain more financial aid to
attend a state college or
university the scholarship

fund is important to help
the students who want to
attend B-CC, but can't
afford the tuition, Kershaw
said.
Bronson was the sec
ond generation to attend BCC and met his wife there.
He said he "would like to
be i available i to i hold semi
nars" on decision making
based on his ethical and
compassionate manage
ment style.
Wilks said that Bron
son "has been very success
ful with his approach, it is
very different."
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NATIONAL NEWS
Mistrial Declared in Slaying of Tennis
Stars Half Sister--------------------------------COMPTON,
Calif.
(AP) — A judge declared a
mistrial on Nov. 9 in the
case of a man charged with
killing the half sister of ten
nis stars Serena and Venus
Williams.
A separate jury dead
locked the previous week
on the co-defendant in the
murder case.
Jurors told the court
last Tuesday that five of
them had voted to convict
Robert E. Maxfield, 24, in
the shooting, while six
believed he was not guilty
and one juror couldn't
decide.
A mistrial was declared
on Nov. 5 in the case of
Aaron M. Hammer, 25,
after a separate jury dead
locked in favor of acquittal.
Los Angeles County
district attorney spokes
woman Sandi Gibbons said

Yetunde Price, 31, was a mother of three and a beau
ty shop owner.
she didn't know if prosecu
tors would seek to retry
Maxfield. She said a deci
sion in Hammer's case will
be made at a Nov. 22 hear
ing.
"Obviously, we want a
good ending to it, but we'll
see," said Serena Williams,
who was in Los Angeles to

play in a tournament.
Hammer was accused
of shooting at Yetunde
Price, 31, of Corona, with a
.22-caliber handgun, but
the shot that killed her
came from an assault rifle
allegedly fired by Maxfield.
Price was shot in the

POwell and Three Others Leaving
Cabinet-----------------------------------------

back of the head while rid
ing through Compton in a
sport utility vehicle in
September 2003. Price, a
mother of three and a beau
ty shop owner, was also a
personal assistant to her
sisters, who began their
tennis careers in Compton.
Prosecutors
said
Maxfield seized an assault
weapon and fired on the
SUV as it passed a crack
house where he was stand
ing with fellow gang mem
bers.
Authorities say Ham
mer, who was arrested
hours after the shooting,
acknowledged firing about
six shots at the SUV with a
handgun.
State law allows a mur
der charge for taking part
in a crime in which a per
son is killed by someone
else.

SCLC Future - With President’s Resignation,
Civil Rights Group Again in Turmoil--------- —
by Daniel Yee

SCLC-affiliated group.

Associated Press Writer

Without a permanent

ATLANTA (AP) - The

president in place, a new

Southern Christian Leader

one will have to be elected

ship Conference - tied to

by the group's members

some of the civil rights

during its annual conven

movement's

tion next summer.

greatest

achievements - has again

Yet even that may be

found itself in turmoil, this

difficult, considering the

time with the resignation of

estimated 3,000 members

its president; the Rev. Fred

at the group's convention in

Shuttlesworth.
Yet the group's board,
holding a leadership retreat

Two former SCLC presidents: Martin Luther King
III is flanked by Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth, left, at a
news conference.

August were unable to
select a president. Shouting
matches

and

protests

last Thursday, insisted the

would be intergenerational

that are relevant and appeal

marked the group's presi

organization still has the

leadership," Martin Luther

to a broad segment of the

dential election, causing

ability to keep alive the

King III said. “I don't

population the way they

one candidate - television

message of peace and unity

believe this organization is

used to have," Peake said.

Judge Greg Mathis - to

fostered by its co-founder,

finished."

“I've always felt they did

withdraw his nomination

Founded in 1957, the

have a reason to continue to

and another candidate, the

SCLC was once an effec

exist, especially now with

Rev. Ralph David Aber

tive civil rights force that

such a conservative drift in

nathy III, to allege vote

and others remains today -

put

1963

the country. And if they

manipulation.

that can’t go overlooked,"

March on Washington and

could be wise, they could

The group fell back to

said executive vice presi

the

continue to be a voice for

the 82-year-old Shuttles

dent Charles Steele, who

march that led to the Voting

reform."

worth, who was then inter

was expected to be named

Rights Act of 1965.

the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr.
“The spirit of Dr. King

together the
“Bloody

Sunday"

Those

within

the

im president, to keep his
position. They wanted him

the group's interim presi

The group's board, in a

SCLC believe its leader

dent. “We have an obliga

two-day retreat planned

ship can work together and

to lead the group for one

tion to make this organiza

long before Shuttlesworth's

the organization pan still do

more year.

tion prevalent and relevant.

resignation, have been left

good things, despite recent

“Power, position and

The world needs SCLC."

trying to integrate the

hurdles. Stedle, a former

intrigue have sapped purity

group's illustrious past with

Alabama state senator who

and

a practical vision for the

left politics for the SCLC,

some within SCLC and

future.

said Shuttlesworth's resig

many organizations of our

All this while trying to

nation would not damage

time," Shuttlesworth said in

en

juggle internal conflict and

the group's mission or rep

his resignation letter.

trenched financial strife

financial problems - the

utation to be a significant

“For years, deceit, mis

and internal squabbling.

group owes about $43,000

voice for change nationally

trust, and a lack of spiritual

in state and federal taxes,

and internationally.

discipline and truth have

But

Shuttlesworth,

who resigned Nov.

10,

questioned whether the
group's current leadership
can

recover

from

That includes last year's

commitment

from

although the Internal Reve

Despite the problems,

eaten away at the core of

president, Martin Luther

nue Service has agreed to

the SCLC “will live ... as

this once hallowed organi

King III, and this summer's

forgive more than $69,000

long as racism and discrim

zation."

chaotic

in

in penalties and fines,

ination are with us as a

which police had to be

according to The Atlanta-

society," said Georgia state

Writer Allen G. Breed in

called to keep the peace.

Journal Constitution.

Rep. Tyrone Brooks of

Raleigh, N.C., contributed

Atlanta, president of the

to this report.

resignation of the previous

convention
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But helping the world

known for its greatness

can be a difficult for even
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an established group, said
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Thomas R. Peake, author
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Alive: A History of the
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Southern Christian Leader
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Also resigning from Bush’s Cabinet is Education
Secretary Rod Paige, an outspoken defender of No
Child Left Behind, the education law at the center of
Bush's domestic agenda.
by George Gedda and De
Riechmann

Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON-Sec
retary of State Colin Pow
ell and three other Cabinet
members have resigned,
escalating the shake-up of
President Bush's secondterm
team.
It
was
announced Tuesday that
national security advisor
Condoleeza Rice would
succeed Powell.
Along with Powell's
resignation, the departures
of three others - Energy
Secretary Spencer Abra
ham, Agriculture Secretary
Ann Veneman and Educa
tion Secretary Rod Paige were confirmed Monday.
With the resignations
earlier of Attorney General
John Ashcroft and Com
merce Secretary Donald
Evans, at least six of 15
Cabinet members are leav
ing, a musical-chairs act
that assures Bush a signifi
cant Cabinet face-lift with
his second inauguration
over two months away.
"I believe that now that
the election is over, the
time has come for me to
step down," Powell, 67,
wrote the president.
Appearing at a daily
State Department briefing
at midday, Powell told
reporters he had always
intended to serve just one
term and said he'll remain
until his successor is con
firmed by the Senate. "We
have a full end-of-year
agenda ahead of us," he
said.
In his letter to Bush,
Powell said, "I am pleased
to have been part of a team
that launched the global
war against terror, liberated
the Afghan and Iraqi peo
ple."
He also said he
"brought the attention of
the world to the problem of
proliferation, reaffirmed
our alliances, adjusted to
the post-Cold War world
and undertook major initia
tives to deal with the prob
lem of poverty and disease'
in the developing world."
The president already
has chosen White House
counsel Alberto Gonzales
to succeed Ashcroft.
Powell, who long had
been rumored planning

only a single term with
Bush, told the president he
intends to "return to private
life." Earlier Monday, he
had told aides he intended
to leave once Bush settled
on a successor, administra
tion officials said.
"Secretary
Powell's
departure is a loss to the
moderate internationalist
voices in the Bush adminis
tration," said New Mexico
Gov. Bill Richardson, a
former U.N. ambassador in
the Clinton administration.
"Hopefully, his replace
ment will be a pragmatist
rather than an ideologue."
White House spokes
man Scott McClellan said
Bush accepted the latest
four resignations on Friday.
McClellan said that Pow
ell's intention to leave the
administration after the
election had been under
discussion between the
president and the secretary
of state "for some months
now." He said Powell
would remain until a suc
cessor was on the job.
Powell has had a con
troversial tenure in the sec
retary of state's job, report
edly differing on some key

National security advisor Condoleeza Rice is Powell’s
replacement.
issues at various junctures
with Secretary of Defense
Donald H. Rumsfeld. Pow
ell, however, has generally
had good relations with his
counterparts around the
world, although his image
was strained by the U.S.led war in Iraq.
Powell, a former chair
man of the military Joint
Chiefs of Staff under- the
first President Bush, led the
current administration of
fensive at the United Na
tions for a military attack to
oust Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein, arguing a weapons-of-mass-destruction
threat that the administra
tion could never buttress.
"It's been a joy to work
with Colin Powell," British
Foreign

Secretary

Straw said.

Jack

He praised

Powell as "a unique figure"
who had made the transi
tion "from being a great
soldier to being a great
statesman and diplomat."
For many months,
Powell had been viewed as
a one-term secretary of
state but he has always

serves at "the pleasure of
the president."
Powell's role in shap
ing foreign policy was one
of promoting moderation
and traditional diplomatic
alliances with friendly na
tions. His influence was
measured, though, since
most of Bush's other senior
advisers generally took a
harder line and they often
prevailed.
Earlier, after the 9-11
attacks, Powell helped
fashion a fragile coalition
of countries for the war
against terrorism, careful to
request all the help a coun
try could give without
pushing any country be
yond its limits. Similarly,
when leaders decided to
end or shorten their troops'
duty in postwar Iraq the
State Department avoided
any harsh reaction, saying
simply that it was up to
each country to make up its
mind.
Iraq has dominated
Powell's attention during
his nearly four years in
office.

been vague about his inten
tions. He had said repeat
edly in recent weeks that he
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
U.N. Imposes Arms Embargo on Ivory
Coast---------------------------------------------------

Activists Pressing Public Pension
Funds to Divest $91 Billion in SudanRelated Holdings —----------------------------bv Marcy Gordon
AP Business Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Black activists and reli
gious groups are pressing
public pension funds to
divest a purported $91 bil
lion in holdings of compa
nies operating in oil-rich
Sudan.
The United States and
some human rights groups
have claimed that Sudan's
government and Arab mili
tia known as the Janjaweed
are guilty of genocide for
their actions in the Darfur
region.
Activists,
including
members of the Congres
sional Black Caucus, are
making the case that public
pension funds should sell
investments in companies
that do business in nations
charged with sponsoring
terrorism.
“This issue has cap
tured the moral center of
the vast majority of the
people in this country," the
Rev. Walter Fauntroy said.
The former congressional
delegate for the District of
Columbia was a leader of
the successful South Africa
divestment campaign in the
1980s.
No American compa
nies are involved in the
drive because of U.S. gov
ernment penalties against
Sudan. The pension funds
do invest in shares of for
eign companies that are

active in Sudan -83 in total,
according to the Sudan
Campaign. The group's
leaders cited the German
equipment maker Siemens,
the French oil giant Total,
the Swiss-based engineer
ing firm Asea Brown Boveri, Talisman Oil of
Canada and PetroChina.
Pension fund officials
have been noncommittal so
far about the divestment
campaign.
They often chafe at
political
demands
to
change investments, saying
their primary duty is to
secure a healthy return for
funds that hold the retire
ment incomes of 20 million
public employees around
the country - and that
amounts to some $2 tril
lion.
“It's a very sensitive
issue," said Frederick Nes
bitt, executive director of
the 500-member National
Conference on Public Em
ployee Retirement Sys
tems.
The group has no posi
tion on the Sudan divest
ment drive. But Nesbitt
said that in general, “We
become concerned when
people start drawing lines.
... You could end up having
no place to invest."
j.
The leaders of the Su
dan Campaign Fauntroy
and civil rights activist
Joseph E. Madison - said in
an interview that they want

teachers, police officers,
firefighters and other pub
lic employees to realize
that in all 50 states, some of
their retirement money is
invested in companies that
do business in Sudan.
Fauntroy and Madison
are urging “shareholder
activism," asking people to
write to pension fund man
agers and state legislators.
The campaign also
includes the American Jew
ish Committee, Christian
Solidarity International, the
Salvation Army and other
groups.
The California Public
Employees
Retirement
System, the nation's big
gest public pension fund, is
one of the largest holders
of Sudan-related invest
ments with some $7.5 bil
lion, ’ according to the
activists. Their fund-byfund figures, and the total
of $91.2 billion, come from
the Center for Security
Policy, a conservative think
tank that has pushed for
divestment from compa
nies doing business in ter
ror-sponsoring nations.
The figures cannot be
verified by the pension
funds; They must disclose
their holdings in reports to
state authorities, but the
investments in companies
are not categorized by
country of operation.
“We don't have the
resources to be CIA agents

in this field," said Brad
Pacheco, a spokesman in
Sacramento, Calif., for the
$166 billion California
pension fund, known as
CalPERS.
Like many funds,
CalPERS has adhered to
prohibitions of the two
most notable and success
ful divestment campaigns:
the one that helped defeat
South Africa's system of
apartheid and the drive
against tobacco company
investments.
But CalPERS officials
generally do not believe
that divestment is the solu
tion to the problem of ter
rorism abroad, Pacheco
said.
Some pension fund of
ficials say it is more effec
tive for the funds to work
from within and bring pres
sure on company execu
tives to make changes - and
that divestment should only
be a last resort.
For the New York State
Common Retirement Fund,
said to hold $6.2 billion in
Sudan-related investments,
“Sudan is an issue that
we're looking at," said John
Chartier, a spokesman for
state Comptroller Alan
Hevesi, who is the fund's
trustee.
Fauntroy said that if
the funds in California and
New York agreed to
divest,”It would set the
standard for leadership."

A French soldier walks past signs at the nearly empty
check-in area of the Abidjan, Ivory Coast, airport on
Monday, Nov. 15. France was shutting down its airlift
behind one of the largest evacuations in post-independ
ence Africa on Monday, a five-day evacuation that saw
more than 5,000 Westerners and others flown out amid
street and military clashes between Ivory Coast and its
former colonial ruler.
AP Photo/Schalk van Zuydam

by Pauline Bax
fused immediate comment,
Associated Press Writer
saying the government was
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast preparing a statement.
- The U.N. Security Council
On Sunday, a senior
imposed an immediate arms government aide issued an
embargo on Ivory Coast's ominous warning over the
hard-line government after embargo. Other countries
its violent confrontation "should come and collect
with France, drawing bitter their foreigners from Ivory
accusations here Tuesday Coast. Because if there's an
that the world was siding embargo, we can't live with
with Ivory Coast's former them anymore," the Ivorian
colonial ruler.
official said, speaking on
The Security Council's condition of anonymity.
resolution Monday also said
Along with the arms
that further sanctions, in embargo, which will last at
cluding a travel ban and an least 13 months, the United
asset freeze, could be Nations also banned the
imposed if the peace process incitement of public hatred
with northern rebels isn't or violertce - a reference to
back on track within a hate messages on Ivorian
month.
television and radio that
Accusing French Presi whipped up anti-Prench,
dent Jacques Chirac of anti-foreigner anger last
manipulating the U.N. body week.
for France's purposes, Ivory
Families piled into two
Coast National Assembly jumbo jets Monday, bring
president Mamadou Kouli- ing to more than 5,000 the
baly said the resolution "al number of Westerners flee
lows Chirac to hide himself ing an upsurge in violence
behind other countries who sparked by clashes between
served as cover for him."
France and its former West
A spokesman for Presi African colony. The flights
dent Laurent Gbagbo re- were the last in six days of

Ivory Coast president
Laurent Gbagbo did not
have an immediate
response to news of the
embargo.

shuttles overseen by the
French military, French
spokesman Jacques Com
barieu said.
More than
10,000
African nationals have fled
to neighboring countries, the
U.N. refugee agency said.
With the subsiding of
last week's anti-foreigner
rampages, any other foreign
ers who want to leave will be
able to do so on their own,
Combarieu said.
At a meeting in the
Nigerian capital Abuja on
Sunday, African leaders
backed the embargo and
other sanctions.
The
Ivory
Coast
reopened the nation's civil
war Nov. 4 with airstrikes on
the rebel-held north. Two
days later, Ivory Coast war
planes bombed a French
peacekeeping post, killing
nine French troops and an
American aid worker.
France then blew up Ivory
Coast's air force on the tar
mac.
Loyalists, led by the
government-allied Young
Patriots popular militias,

responded by taking to the
streets in five days of violent
attacks, burning and looting
French businesses and
schools across the south and
plunging the world's top
cocoa producer into chaos.
No deaths have been con
firmed among non-Africans
in the street violence, but
France has said several ex
patriates were raped. Ivory
Coast said more than 62 loy
alists died when French
forces fired into crowds.
In Paris, Defense Min
ister Michele Alliot-Marie
said it was necessary to keep
French forces in Ivory Coast
to prevent a Rwanda-style
massacre. She also warned
of a possible domino effect
among other African coun
tries if Ivory Coast splits
definitively along ethnic
lines.
"It is clear that the day
when Ivory Coast is divided
in two, it will be imitated by
numerous other countries,"
she told reporters.
Alliot-Marie said send
ing French troops in re
sponse to Gbagbo's appeals
in 2002 "avoided massacres
of the type that happened in
Rwanda" in 1994, when
more than 500,000 people
were killed.
There are now roughly
5,000 French troops in Ivory
Coast, along with 6,000
U.N. peacekeepers. Their
primary mission is to protect
French and other foreign
nationals, and "we certainly
cannot disengage today," she
said.
Associated Press writers
Nick Wadhams at the United
Nations and Daniel BalintKurti in Abuja, Nigeria, con
tributed to this report.
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(Sarah)

Jenkins,
Dr.

Regina

Walker,

Banks,

Emanuel

all

of

Edwards,

Petersburg; one sister, Shirley
(Adam) Baker, New York; 21
grandchildren; six great grand

GREEN, JUANITA, 76,

GEROME,

died

children; and several nieces,

died

Petersburg; ten great grandchil

November 4, 2004. Survivors

nephews and cousins. Smith

Survivors include her husband,

dren; and several other rela

include his wife, Elizabeth

tives

Edwards, St. Petersburg; four

and

friends.

Smith

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE
Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
(tag
for Veterans
“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”

Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

63,

November

7,

2004.

Now Open in St. Pete
Serenity Memorial
Funeral Home, Inc.
“One Funeral Home
in Two Locations

Elder L.
Lavelle
Thomas,
Sr.
Founder/
Executive
Director
Available
24 Hours

Wilson,

Connie

Mae

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS
YOU TO YOUR
KNEES, YOU’RE IN
THE PERFECT POSI
TION TO PRAY!

"It's all taken care of'

and Katrina Boyd, all of St.

SR.

and

Lillie

St.

(Michael) Hardin, Rainbow

EDWARDS, CHARLES

three sisters, Ethel Dudley,

St.

City, Ala., Nicole JenkinsFrazier, Demetrius Anderson

ANDERSON,

Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.

husband, Mack Anderson, St.

Serenity South
3301 -5th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: (727) 322-1670
Fax: (727) 322-1680
Serenity North
823 N.E. 5th St. (Hwy. 44)
P.O. Box 1334-34423
Crystal River, FL
Phone: (352) 564-1408
Fax: (352) 564-1401
“The Community’s Lighthouse
in the Time of Distress”

Pastor
Daniel B.
Savage III
Executive
Vice
President
Toll Free
North

These Were the Words that
brought calm to me When my
family member passed aWay.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only Was
the funeral paid for - it Was
at prices that Were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and Won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
hoW you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

1-866-890-1400

South
1-866-308-8297

Are You a Veteran? Then, This is For You! I

We are offering
FREE CASKETS
for Veterans, their Spouses and
lmmediate Family Members
This is not an offer of the Veteran’s Administration.
This otter is good at Serenity Memorial Funeral Home, Inc.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church-----------G/t give thanks unto
the Lord, for He is good,

The Inspirational Choir
will minister in song

revived and renewed!

yes He is good."

throughout the day.

Bible Study, 6 p.m.

Greetings in the name

As we make prepara

• Thursday - Men’s

Pastor John A. Evans,

Upcoming events:

Sr.,

of our Lord and Savior,

tions for Thanksgiving let

• Nov. 23 - Vintage

Jesus Christ.

us be mindful that every

Thanksgiving Dinner -

day is a day of thanksgiv

noon until 3 p.m., to be

ing. Be mindful of those

held in our Fellowship

Pastor Clarence A.
Williams and the Mt. Zion
church family cordially

that are less fortunate than

Hall.

We

encourage

invite you to attend wor

you are and share the great

homeless and needy fami

ship services with us at 919

est gift of all your love.

lies to come out and allow

- 20th St. S. this Sunday.

Invite someone over or take

Mt. Zion to bless you.

We also invite you to all

a meal to that person that

Bible Study held from 11

our services in the upcom
ing week.

may be alone so they too

a.m. to noon, providing

may embrace the concept
of sharing and caring.

us the opportunity to
minister to your spiritual

Other ministries in
clude:

and physical needs.

• Monday - Bible Stu
dy, 6 p.m.

home? We extend an invi

• Wednesday - Early

as a church share the love

Our Church School

morning prayer 6:30 a.m.;

of God, and the Holy Spirit

commences at 9:30 a.m.;

Vintage Bible Study, 11

we encourage you to join

a.m.; join us for our new

reigns. We’d love to have
you!

Our early morning service> begins at 7:30 a.m.
with praise and thanksgiv
ing filling the sanctuary as
we prepare our hearts and
minds for worship.

Looking for a church
tation to you to join us! We

us as we collectively leam

services: Hour of Prayer, 6

Thought for the week:

more of the Word of God

p.m.; Hour of Power, 7

together.

p.m. If you’re in need of a

"If one is faithful, you will
be fruitful."

Our
contemporary
worship service is at 11

mid-week lift, join us for

Be blessed, and have a

a.m. Join us as we lift high

Your heart will be encour

the name of Jesus in song.

aged

two power-packed hours.
and

your

Jesus-filled week!

first

mence on Nov. 21 at 7:45

and

a.m. with the Evangelist

Missionary

Delores Franklin out of

Baptist Church prayerfully
invite you to attend wor

Indianapolis to render the
message from God Al

ship services at 3300 - 3lst

mighty.

Friendship

family

St. S., St. Petersburg. We
also invite you to all

At 10:30 a.m., Pastor
Bell Smith out of Akron,

church-related functions
during the week.

Ohio, will be rendering the

First worship service

God and the closing serv

begins at 7:45 a.m. with the

ice at 4 p.m. For more

Deacon’s Ministry render

details, please contact the

ing devotion with the com

office at (727) 906-8300

bined choirs Voices of

between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.,

Friendship, Male Chorus

Monday through Friday or

and the Fellowship Choir

go
to
theship.org.

singeing and the Fellow

gospel from the Word of

As we commence to

ond service will be held at

give God Almighty thanks

10:30 a.m.

and

adoration

for

the

On Wednesday, Nov.
24, the Noonday Bible

any acts of kindness, words

and Ten Years of Faith that

of $12.50 to defray the cost

Sunday.

of

and

Honors God" using Matt

of the dinner.

hew 17:20 as the scriptural
reference.

guests

should have been submit

• Junior Church and

The pastor, officers and
members of this great

ted to the Church Office no

Tutorial Sessions - Monday

church are inviting the pub
lic to help us celebrate by

later than Wednesday, Nov.
17.
A souvenir booklet will

planning to attend the fol
lowing activities:
• Sunday, Nov. 21,

be prepared with memories
and pictures of Bethel
throughout the years. If the

and Wednesday evenings,
5:30 p.m.
• Adult & Youth Music
Ministry - Monday &
Wednesday evenings- 6
and 7 p.m.

11 Oth Anniversary Cele
bration, 10:30 a.m. Morn
ing worship service, Guest

local church community
desires to solicit an ad,
please contact the Church

church home we invite you
to become a member of this

speaker:

Rev.

Office at (727) 822-2089

great congregation, where

Fred Buckhine, noted
counsel and ordained min

by Wednesday, Nov. 17.
Our colors for the anniver

we’re busy as bees and
sweet as honey.

ister.

sary are blue and gold.

7th Anniversary will com-

encouragement

our esteemed pastor’s First

Baptist Church of Tampa

Anniversary on Sunday.

will complete our pastor’s

invites each and everyone

Please come and help the

anniversary celebration.

to come and join us in a

New Hope family celebrate

very spirit-filled worship

this special occasion.

with knowledge and under
standing.” - Jeremiah 3:15
The New Hope family

Worship service begins

service.
Sunday School begins

at 10:30 a.m.

The Mass

Everyone is welcome
to all of our services.
Weekly Event:
• Prayer Meeting/Bible
Study - Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.

at 9 a.m. Parents - please

Choir will be in charge of

bring your children and

the Praise and Worship

Special Event:

yourselves. All of us can

Song Service.

•Prayer Service: Thurs

leam more about this good

Tony Young of People of

God we serve.

Christ Church will serve

A spirit-

filled Devotion begins at
10:15 a.m. with our dea-

Minister

the Bread of Life.

ye

thankful

people, come."

At 4 p.m., the Rev.

Queen Street Church of God
in Christ-----------------------------------Street

guests who will be there to

Church of God in Christ

help exhort the name of the

contact Betty Keys at (727)
896-3744. Queen Street

Special Chorus will be hav
ing their annual Fall

Lord. Come and help us

Church is located at 1732

celebrate the blessings of

Ninth

Concert at 7 p.m., Nov. 20

the Great God and Savior,

Petersburg. Elder A. P.

Jesus.
For more information,

Conage is pastor.

The

Queen

at the church.
There will be other

HE is great and greatly to
be praised!!!

lover every opportunity to

Ave.

S„

St.

GOD IS THE ONLY ONE IN A
POSITION TO LOOK DOWN ON
SOMEONE

Attorney

•

• Bible Study - Tues

Names of

(non-members)

Morning Worship

day evening, 7 p.m.

If you are without a

• Sunday, Nov. 21, fol

Please join us in this, our

"Lord, thou hath been
our dwelling place, in all

lowing morning worship

1 lOth Church Anniversary.

generations". - Psalm 90

service, the anniversary

Bethel members also

Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church

experience it."
As her combined suc

Mt. Zion will have its

Drill Team Members. If

member, or someone you

cess as a solo artist contin

annual Thanksgiving ser

you are interested please

know is interested in learn

ues to move upwardly (her

vice on Tuesday, Nov. 23 at

call (727) 895-4432 or

ing about, or coping with

NEW YORK - In the

debut solo album, "Heart

7 pm. The community is in

(727) 865-6787.

substance abuse, please

interest of Destiny’s Child

to Yours," was nominated

vited to worship with us.

Michelle Williams staying

for

Come,

connected to her gospel

contact Bro. A.J. Murphy,

ing classes have begun.

awards and earned the #1

Speakers to be announced.

Sign up now for Under

Mt. Zion Human Ser

roots, Music World/Sanc-

spot on Billboard’s Chris

Love, Honor, Cherish and

standing People, Effective

vices, Inc. provides after

tuary

Records

tian and Gospel Chart)

Obey. Have we kept our

Leading and Biblical Be

school training & tutoring

Group will re-release her

excitement about the re-

commitment

God?

liefs. For information, and

services for youth ages 14-

gospel project, "Do You

release is high.

Come join the Singles

enrollment, please call the

18

Ministry, Friday, Nov. 19 at

church office, (727) 894-

Opportunity Center. The

7 p.m. Call the church for

4311, ext. 219.

program offers an opportu

Urban

three

Excellence

This anticipated proj

Know," on Dec. 7.

ect features

two new

my

tracks, "Amazing Love"

album, said Williams. "It
gives the world another

and "Good To Be Here,"
produced

the

re-release

of

bring

The Evangelical train

a friend.

"I am so excited about

day, Nov. 25 at 8 a.m.
"Come

Give thanks unto GOD for

Michelle Williams’ ‘Do
You Know’ Finds a
New Destiny———

Oscar Johnson, Jr. and
Greater Bethel Missionary

Bethel A.M.E. Church
Celebrates Their 110th
Anniversary-------------------

Service 10:30 a.m. each

love for people and we
want to give every music

We will be culminating

urged to attend this wor-

being asked for a donation

New Hope Missionary Baptist
Church----------------------------------------f‘A shepherd who leads

combined rendition of “Yes

are

The theme is: "Five Score

services for our Pastor’s

cons in charge.

service.

Members

eryone at "The Ship" for

remarks and prayer.

lowship Hall.

service.

will be no rehearsal.

also will be serving dinner
at the church.
The find culminating

to follow the example that

and children will give a

worship

members of Bethel are

how to love and have com
passion. Pastor Anderson
followed the message with

Evans told us that having

leader for mid-morning

as

11 Oth Church Anniversary.

sion. Both speakers did a

until noon in the Fel

mings. Marque Samuels

in fellowship hall at con
clusion of evening worship

serve

We wish to thank ev

Our soul is encouraged
as we continue on the bat
tlefield of our LORD,
Jesus Christ!!!
Have a happy, safe and
blessed Thanksgiving!!!

and 36, he encouraged us

will

cheer this year!!!

having a worship service
rendered by the Victory in
Jesus Ministry through
Minister Matty Shane. We

spoke on this topic. Jamal

toine and Leone Dem-

• Church School - 9
a.m. each Sunday morning.

one down and out to pick
them up and help them back
in. He challenged us to lead
the way in showing others

day, Nov. 20 from 10 a. m.

freshments will be served

dinner. Guests who are not

of weakness and that as
Jesus is our best example.
As His representatives, we,
too, should show compas

hour. Using Matthew 9:35

McClendon is pastor. Re

Pittman. Senita Robinson

Petersburg, for a fellowship

sibility when we see some

passion." Two of our youth

duced by her sister, Traci

Dominique Barber, An

of the Rev. Roosevelt Har

sympathy to others in time

Sunshine Band on Satur

music will be performed by

dy, is preparing for their

3:8 New
Version).

Ash was the speaker of the

speaker. The Rev. Willie

ourselves. Spread some

sionate and humble (I Peter

Up! for this month is "com

Church. She will be intro

On Tuesday, Nov. 23,

sincerely thank you from
the bottom of our hearts.

Gussie Jackson with our

Special ministries in

istries:

ship services will be held
that evening. We will be

exhortation. Deacon Keith

Hobson will be anniversary

ing, 220 Fourth St. N., St.

those less fortunate than

Christians, it is our respon

to God. The youth Word

munity Missionary Baptist

Philadelphia.

ing weekly church min

that went unnoticed. We

invited to join Missionary

worship. The Rev. Edward

the Orange Blossom Cater

Life. No praise and wor

with songs of praise and

McFarley of Bethel Com

people of New

Third Ave. N., St. Peters
burg, under the pastorage

He told us that as

lacking in praise and honor

church family in praise and

young

unto and be mindful of

Nicole Holcombe said
that compassion is showing

Youth ages 2-12 are

Church of Largo will lead

for Sunday will be Ada

tant and/or superintendent
serving in the devotion.

other; be sympathetic, love

stirred the congregation

Special guest speaker

activities will be done by

community to the follow

Pastor’s 7th Anniversary

Tenn., the service was not

All praise and doorkeeping

members to join them at

nor will there be Bread of

Convocation in Memphis,

Shiloh Missionary Baptist

Church, located at 912

passionate toward others.

this topic.
The youth praise team

church t-shirts.

this year, let us be gracious

neighbors as ourselves.

at the International Holy

led by children and youth.

Friday evening at 7,

at 9:30 a.m. with the assis

in harmony with one an

great job expounding on

11 a.m. Dress for Sunday is

invites the local church

deeds that you did for the

many of our members were

teenth anniversary will be

ship gathering in support of
the children and youth.

committee invites Bethel

study will not commence,

Second Sunday is
Youth Sunday at Pente
costal Temple. Although

Jesus Loves Me.” Service
will commence promptly at

Historic Bethel A.M.E.

Jesus gave in being com

International

Sunday’s observance
of church family’s four

things HE has done thus far

compassion is to love our

as brothers, be compas

Children/Youth Lead
Anniversary Service at New
Philadelphia----------------------------

Sunday School begins

will not commence. There

spirit

www.fmbc

ship Ushers serving. A sec

the Youth Enrichment hour

Pentecostal Temple C.O.G.I.C.
Finally, all of you, live

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
Church------------------

to

The Reading Enhance

more info if interested.

(727) 481-2609.

nity

through

to

the Youth

improve

your

Angels wanted by our

ment and Math Improve

grades, on-line practice for

multiple

Prison Fellowship Minis

ment Programs are in need

the FCAT, ACT/SAT prep,

opportunity to experience

Stellar and Dove Award

try. Help us help children

of volunteers. Help make a

earn your high school

my journey of love, but

winner

Grammy-

of parents in prison. Enjoy

difference in the life of a

diploma, earn your GED

most of all, my spiritual

nominated producer, ar

the opportunity to evangel

young person. For more

and earn an opportunity to

renewal. I believe Do You

ranger,

ize and share the gospel

information please call the

be selected to win a free

Know will touch their

songwriter Percy Bady (R.

with many families. During

church at (727) 894-4311,

computer.

lives."
"Michelle has a spe

Kelly, Yolanda Adams,

the month of November

ext. 808.

information, please contact

Whitney Houston, Fred

and December, we need

Do you or someone

cial message and reintro

Hammond), and continues

your support by sponsoring

you know have a drug or

ducing this album to the

the exhibition of inspira

a child for Christmas. The

alcohol problem? It’s time

Mt. Zion Progressive

public will ensure that her

tional and contemporary

Prison Fellowship Ministry

to make a change and we

Missionary Baptist Church

voice is heard,"

urban-gospel

will meet on Monday, Nov.

can help. Call today to

is located at 955 20th St.

22, 5:30 p.m. Please call

begin your FREE "Confi

South, St. Petersburg. The

the church for more info.

dential Recovery", Fridays,

Rev. Luis M. Murphy, Sr. is
pastor.

says

Mathew Knowles, presi

by
and

musician

and

styles

of

life-based testimonials.

dent and CEO of Music

"I want to continue to

World/ Sanctuary Urban

send the message of God’s

Records Group. "Do You

word out to people who

The Band

is

Academy Building, 950

Know is an inspired col

buy Destiny’s Child music

recruiting Drum Line and

20th St. S. If you, a family

lection of music

as well as those who

that

showcases Michelle’s di
versity as an artist and her

don’t," said Williams.

It’s that time again!
Ministry

7 p.m. at the Kings Kid’s

For further

George B. Smith, (727)
894-4311, ext. 302.

NO Jesus, NO Peace.
KNOW JESUS, KNOW PEACE!
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Some Worry Evolution Dispute
Hurts Image
ing of evolution instead of
the biblical story of cre

Gospel Superfest Takes New York City
by Storm!------------------------------------------------The Super Show delivers strong in NYC and lives up to pre-event hype!

ation.
"We're really busy. We
have a lot to do. And here
we are, having to go
through this 19th century
argument over and over
again," said Sarah Pallas,
who teaches biology and
neuroscience at Georgia
State University in Atlanta.
Moreno and dozens of
other science instructors,
along with the county
superintendent, argued that
the stickers only make the
Schools Superintendent Kathy Cox proposed a new
science curriculum that dropped the word "evolu
tion" in favor of "changes over time."
ATLANTA

(AP)

state look backward. And
high school teacher Wes
McCoy worried the issue
could tarnish his students.

-

ence teachers howled when

First, Georgia's education
chief tried to take the word

state Schools Superinten
dent Kathy Cox proposed a

"evolution"

out of the

new science curriculum

admission
counselors
thinking less of their sci

state's science curriculum.

that dropped the word

ence educations, thinking

Now a suburban Atlanta
county is in federal court

"evolution" in favor of

they hadn't been taught

"changes over time."

evolution or something,"

over textbook stickers that

That plan was quickly

call evolution "a theory, not

dropped, but comic Jimmy
Fallon still cracked wise on

a fact."

"I didn't want college

McCoy testified.
Moreno recalled how,
after

graduating

from

Some worry that Geor

"Saturday Night Live": "As

Georgia public schools, he

gia is making itself look

headed

like a bunch of rubes or,

a compromise, dinosaurs
are now called 'Jesus

worse, discrediting its own

Horses'."

Technology, only to find

students.

north

to

the

Massachusetts Institute of

Those who support the

that people were less than

"People want to project

Cobl? County stickers testi

kind about his educational

the image that Georgia is a

fied this week that they are

roots.

modem state, that we're in

aiming for a more open-

"They felt Southerners

the 21st century. Then

minded education for stu

were not only less well

something like this hap

dents.

educated, but less intelli

pens," said Emory Univer
sity molecular biologist

gent," Moreno said.

being heard in Atlanta con

"I think the (evolution)
theory is atheistic. And it's
all that's presented. It's an
insult to their intelligence
that they're only taught

cerns whether the constitu

evolution," said Marjorie

the latest dispute. "Lord,

tional separation of church

Rogers, the parent who first

don't we have more impor

and state was violated

complained about the biol

tant

when

ogy texts.

about?" she asked. "It's just

Carlos Moreno.
The

federal

suburban

lawsuit

Cobb

Doughnut shop worker
Maria Jordan, 48, said her
Atlanta customers were
shaking their heads over

things

to

worry

County school officials

Some scientists say

placed the disclaimer stick

they are frustrated the issue

As for what they are

ers in high school biology

is still around nearly 80

saying elsewhere around

texts in 2002. The stickers

years since the Scopes

the

say evolution should be

Monkey Trial - the historic

"Whatever Georgia's get

"critically considered."

case heard in neighboring

ting up north, we’re putting

Tennessee over the teach

it on ourselves."

Earlier this year, sci

a flat-out embarrassment."

country,

she

said:

Among the performers were American Idol winner Rubeun Studdard and gospel singing sensation Karen
Clark Sheard.
NEW YORK CITY: ists like Keith Wonderboy until you see those suits!
Show!
Gospel Superfest was Johnson, The Williams
Other stand out per
Saturday night ended
recently held Oct. 29-30 at Brothers and The Rance formances included Shirley with Full Gospel Baptist
the Christian Cultural Allen Group, who all Murdock's vocal rendition Presiding Bishop, Paul S.
Center in Brooklyn, NY. brought the house down. of "Oh Come All Ye Morton, Sr. with a power
Gospel Superfest's sixth The staging and lighting Faithful," Howard Hewett's ful rendition of Rain. This
TV session in five years was exactly what Gospel smooth vocal sounds on selection capped off an
proved to be its best record Superfest TV has been "Somebody's Watching," incredible two-day celebra
ing session to date. Thirty- noted for, as the spectacu Gary Anglin's hip hop pres tion as New York City
two national recording lar lighting display further entation of the "Hosanna" played host to one of
artists graced the elaborate expressed a spirit of excel re-mix, Lexi's powerful America's largest TV pro
ly decorated stage over the lence during tapings.
performance on "He Got ductions in the business
two-day period. The musi
American Idol TV Up" from her soon to be today. Gospel Superfest IS!
cal styles and presentations show winner Ruben Stud released CD, Lonnie Hun And will be! As Gospel
ranged from hip-hop, quar dard headlined the Friday ter's dance moves on "Let's Superfest, the show, and its
tet, traditional, choir and night presentation, and Dance" and Donald Law producers, have made an
dance with a non-stop Saturday night was all rence powerful exhortation indelible mark on gospel
plethora of energetic and about Mom & Pop Winans. and call to worship on "I music television history!
uplifting performances
Although no one can deny Speak Life" from his new
"This one was truly
Gospel Superfest definitely the powerful performances VerityRecords release. Not special. And from the day
had all its cylinders work of Hezekiah Walker and to mention Karen Clark that I entered into agree
ing this year. Playing to a Byron Cage on Saturday Sheard's opening number ment with The Christian
packed house both nights, night, not to mention the on Friday night with a thir Cultural Center, I felt a
with a Saturday night sell anointed finale with Bishop ty-member step team from special anointing on the
out, Brooklyn, New York Paul S. Morton, Sr. How The Christian Cultural project that was stronger
played host to the gospel ever, Saturday night's trib Center. This show was than previous years", States
industry with this history ute to Mom & Pop was almost unbelievable and Dr. Bobby Cartwright, Jr.,
making event.
simply awesome. Musical well worth the $25-$35 the show's executive pro
United
Television, ly prepared and arranged advance ticket price. It was ducer. "I have been in this
LLC, the show's produc by Desmond Pringle, Dr. more like gospel music business for many years
tion firm delivered a pow Cartwright & Keith Leak, meets Broadway! New and never have I experi
erful upscale TV presenta and the segment produced comers, John Gray and enced an opened door of
tion that mirrored main by Tia Smith & Debbie Rosalyn Brunswick-Mc- hospitality like that of
stream award show presen May, the recall on the Duffie also received great CCC. Dr. A. R. Bernard
tations. "Precision- choreo Winans' dancing all night response from the energetic and their entire organiza
graphed dancers enhanced long! And show host New York audience. The tion, simply practice what
the performances of artists, Clifton Davis was in rare music and the ministry they preach. They are very
Karen Clark Sheard, Gary form, as the illustrious host seemed to never stop. As special people! I mean
Anglin, Byron Cage and of Gospel Superfest for the Gospel Superfest lived up every single room in the
others. With traditional art- fifth consecutive year. Wait to its name as "The Super building was used for the

purpose housing our show,
whether it was a make-up
room, rehearsal hall, dress
ing rooms, even Pastor's
Bernard's office! This was
hospitality like I have never
experienced! The Lord
truly anointed our partner
ship, and it is one that I will
always cherish and remem
ber," Cartwright further
states. CCCMG, the music
label from The Christian
Cultural Center was also
the General Sponsor for
this year's event. Co-spon
sors included, The Word
Network, Jebez Records,
Manogod Records, Axiom
Records, ABC Rejoice
Musical Soul Food and
Life Music. Sponsors for
the up coming TV specials
include, P & G, Kraft and
General Motors.
Gospel Superfest New
York was truly a blessing to
all that attended, and ulti
mately to the TV audience
that will watch the sessions
in the up coming weeks.
The radio and TV hype was
actually no hype at all, as
United Television delivered
a one-two punch this past
Oct. 29 and 30! Gospel
Superfest TV is undoubted
ly one of the industry's true
leaders in the field of
Gospel Television. The
show has set a new stan
dard for black gospel TV
presentations. And Gospel
Superfest New York! will
always be remembered as a
landmark event in gospel
music!
Gospel Superfest Holi
day-4 will air on ETC Soul
on PAX TV and The Word
Network, during the holi
day season. Please check
local listings in your area
for dates and times.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Saipt John Primitive Baptist Church

Genesis Worship Center Church
1818 29th Avenue No., St. Petersburg 33713
(727) 898-5571 • Fax: (727) 898-5581 • gwcc@email.com
Sunday School
Sunday Celebration Service
New Converts Class, Wed.
Home Cell Services, Thurs.

• 10:00am
»ll:30am
• 7:00pm
• 7:00pm

Ministry Opportunities: Dance, Drama, Choir, Praise &
Worship, Children, Youth, Men, Women, Step Team,
Cheerleading, etc.

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

Take Your
Burdens to the
Lord and Leave
Them There!

Senior Leader, Pastor Linda L. Sesler

Real Love, Real People...
Church That A/lakes A Difference!

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Early Morning
8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School
9:45 am
Mid-Morning
11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

930 - 18th Street South • St.
Petersburg, FL 33712
(Near Tropicana Field)

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

James W. PaschaI
Pastor

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Scheduled Services:

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Pillar and the Ground Of Truth

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

Fridays - 8:00pm
Sabbath Day (Saturdays)
Prayer - 10:00am
Sabbath School - 10:30am *
Afternoon Worship - 2:00pm

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Come expecting a miracle!

For more information, call 727-550-2521
Home Phone: (727) 866-0643
email: jpaschal@verizon.net

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Church School .....................9;oo A.M.
New Member Class.............. 9:oo A.M.
Morning Worship............................iQ:30A.M.
Prayer / Bible Study .Tuesday 7:00 PM.
Youth Bible Study .. Thursday 6:00 PM.

t
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LWiUlNMiBHIN MGM
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
Sunday Worship Services

8:00 am • 11:00 am

Sunday School

930 am

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)

1500 N. Pennsylvania Ave.
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945
Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Services

7:00 pm

Bible Study

730 pm
‘‘God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

^hilahelyhia Community Cifamf
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
3940 - 18th Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin..................... ..................................... Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry....................................................................................... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry....................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry........................................................................................... Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Sunday Service...................................... 8:00 a. m.
Sunday School........................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................................... 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................ 5:00p.m.

Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The cfuirch where everybody is somebody and Christ is off.

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

Pentecostal Teipple Church of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Sunday

9:00 a.m.

Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Community Bible Study

Tuesday

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

7:30 p.m.

U7

B
C

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North • SL Petersburg, FL 33705

Sunday School....................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship..............................................................11:00a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer......................................... 6:30p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.................................. 7:30p.m.

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor
3300 - 31st Street South

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Queen Street
Church Os God In Christ
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Ordained Missionary
Johnnie Mae dfoward
Cad: 727 895-5239

A dVoman After
jod’s
Own dieart...

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School . . . ... .
. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ...............10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ....................5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday.................9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One weekfrom church makes one weak.”

Spiritually Connected
Callfor Prayers &
‘Testimonies

2550 9th Averiue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Early Morning Worship....................................................... 7:00a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship................................................................ 10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union.........................................................4:30p.m.
Communion.......................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.................................................................. 7:30 p.m.

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Rev. G. M. Curry

820 20th Street South

Home: 896-8006

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Dominion Worship Ministries

St. Pete, FL

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

The church where what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

(727) 906-8300

Pastor (727) 895-2119

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)

(727) 898-9407

Elder: Tony Smith

|[>

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South — St. Petersburg, FL 33705

5:45 a.m.

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
flX

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Pastor
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

7:30 p.m.

“A church working togetherfor the upbuilding of (jod’s kingdom”

M

African MeThodisT
Episcopal Church

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor
Morning Glory

GREATER MT. ZlON

John Missionary
‘Baptist Church

5fc

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday
'A New Beginning In Christ"

Sunday Morning Bible Class................ 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ................ 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ................7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship............................. 5:00p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class..............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class......... 7:00 p.m.

All Worship Services are held at:
4201 Sixth Street South • St. Petersburg, Florida
MaiIing Address: P.O. Bos 14542 • St, Petersburg. FE 3 3733-4S42

Phone: 727.895.7700
Scheduled Services - Sunday

Communion - Every First Sunday Bibk Study - Tuesday at' 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Pastor

(727)896-5228

Rev. Inella Paris
Assistant Pastor

Gtt (JdtiAt the edUtt 5SW, ?otewt - wU ot&en yvMud id tdthot? truuL...
Sunday Services:
Church School........................... 9am

First Baptist institutional Church

Praise & Worship Service....10:30am

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Thursday

Dominion Worship MinisTries

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry

4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dWC.tripod.com

Monday, Wednesday. Saturday
6am Prayer

Prayer Service...................... 6:30pm

ST. PETERSBURG, FL

Bible Study...............................7pm

PHONE: 323-751 8

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

SUNDAY SCHOOL - 9:30 A.M.
Come Worship With

Noonday Prayer
6-8pm Kid’s Club
6:30pm Ministerial Training
7:30-8:45pm Bible Study

hiesday Services:

3144 Third Avenue South

THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Monday
Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer

Church Education Assembly (Church School) - 8:45 a.m.
Prayer Time ~ 9:30 a.m.
Praise & Worship - 9:45 a.m.
Worship ServicbfjjJ 10:00 a.m.

Mornhng Worship - 11:00

8am, 11am Morning Worship
9:45am Church School
5pm Celebration

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Your Church Ad Could Be

Join us as we (ift up the name offesus

Here Working for You!
Email Your Ad to:

PRAYER HELPS!

smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

a.m
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BUSINESS
An Entrepreneur Speaks:
Starting a Business While
Working Full-Time------------Oftentimes, the only
way to realize your dreams
as an entrepreneur is to
begin while working full
time. Yuwanda Black, an
entrepreneur with two
small businesses, the
newest being EthnicHomeDecor.com, comments:
I started my first busi
ness in 1996. With ongoing
financial obligations such
as rent and student loans, I
realized that I couldn't quit
my job and run the busi
ness full-time from the out
set. Keeping my job al
lowed me to grow faster
than I might have other
wise, because all profit
went back into the busi
ness.
Many, however, are re
luctant to start in this man
ner because they worry
about such issues as busi
ness image, customer loy
alty, and family time. To
put these concerns in per
spective, let's look at a cou
ple of statistics:
According to the 1999
Census Bureau non-em
ployer statistics, 72% of all
small businesses do not
have employees. In 2001,
there were over 22 million
small businesses in the
United States; this repre
sents over 99% of all busi
nesses
These XstafisfiG& illus- trate two glaring facts: 1)
the majority of businesses
are not major corporations;
and 2) you will probably be
responsible for every as-

Kmart Buying Sears in $11 Billion Deal
by Megan Reichgott
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO - The dis
counter Kmart Holding
Corp, is acquiring one of
the most venerable names
in U.S. retailing, the de
partment store operator
Sears, Roebuck & Co., in a
surprise $11 billion deal
that will create the nation's
third largest general mer
chandise retailer.
The combined compa
ny under Wednesday's deal
would be known as Sears
Holdings Corp., but it was
clearly orchestrated by
Kmart chairman and Sears
shareholder Edward Lampert who will lead a new
board that will be dominat
ed by Kmart directors.
Shares of both compa
nies surged on news of the
deal. Kmart shares climbed
$15.80, or 16 percent, to
$117.02 on the Nasdaq
Stock Market while Sears
shares soared $9.70, or 21
percent, to $54.90 on the
New York Stock Exchange.
The deal marks a
remarkable comeback for
Kmart, a company once
known for its "Blue Light
Specials," that scaled back
its operations after seeking
bankruptcy protection in
2002. Sears' roots date to
the late 1800s when it of
fered merchandise by mail
order to farmers, opened its
first retail store in 1925 and
eventually became the na
tion's biggest department
store operator.
The new company is

Ethnic Home D6cor owners, sisters Cassandra and
Yuwanda Black
pect of your business - .suggestions to get you or
from paperwork to cus ganized are to: 1) set aside
tomer service, at least ih a space, no matter how
the beginning stages.
small, to conduct your
As most businesses are business; 2) organize your
not major corporations, files into a system that
worry less about compet works for you; and, 3)
ing or trying to present that update your files at least
image. Focus on what most once a week (daily would
small businesses do better be better). than large corporations:
As Ms. Black has
customer service. In an proven, working full-time
Internet business, s this is while starting a business
especially important.
can actually increase your
While servicing your chance of success. And if
customers , will be your you doubt it’s worth the
main goal, you will be effort, remember this,
called on to perform many according to the November
tasks — some none too 2001 issue of Forbes, fully
pleasant, e.g,: filing appro 80% of American million
priate tax forms, obtaining aires are small business
insurance; ordering and owhers-entrepreneurs who
shipping
merchandise; accumulated their wealth
haggling with vendors. The in one generation .- and
.list is endless.^
■ :they are powering the ranks
With a full-time job of the newly wealthy.
and family responsibilities,
Now, that's incentive!
Yuwanda Black co
you may be wondering if it
owns
Ethnic Home Decor
is possible. It is, and tlie
with her sister, Cassandra tion, go to www.Ethnickey is organization. Some Black. For more informaHomeDecor.com.

UConn Receives $3.5 Million to Help
Recruit Disadvantaged and Minority
Students
HARTFORD, Conn.— demic experience for un Connecticut's diverse pop
(BLACK PR WIRE)- dergraduate students inter ulations."
(BUSINESS WIRE) - The ested in the health profes
Eligible candidates for
University of Connecticut sions.
.
the John and Valerie Rowe
recently announced that it
Rowe is also chairman Health Professions Schol
has received a total of $3.5 of the UConn Board of ars Awards will be high
million in endowment gifts Trustees. She is an associ school seniors planning to
— $2 million from the ate professor in the Gra pursue health professions
Aetna Foundation to sup duate School of Education related majors at UConn,
port the University of Con at Fordham University.
who are at the top of their
necticut Health Center's
"We are grateful to high school graduating
Health Professions Part Aetna and to Jack and classes and meet the stan
nership Initiative (HPPI) Valerie Rowe for their sup dards for admission to the
and $1.5 million from Aet port of the University and Honors Program. Rowe
na Chairman and CEO these important programs," Scholars will be selected,
John W. Rowe, M.D., and said Philip E. Austin, pres wherever possible, from
his wife, Valerie Rowe, ident of the University of among students participat
Ph.D., to fund the John and Connecticut. "It builds up ing in the HPPI program at
Valerie Rowe Health Pro on our efforts to continue Hartford-area high schools.
fessions Scholars Program. to attract the State's best
When fully funded, the
It is expected that these and brightest young schol Rowe endowment will pro
gifts will be eligible for a ars, and ensures that they vide $3,000 educational
match from the State of are included in the 'brain stipends to a select group
Connecticut of one doll"- gain' in the state of of twelve entering students
for every two dollars do Connecticut."/
each year. Many of these
nated; in accord with the
"These, initiatives rep students are expected to
matching program estab resent a multifaceted Com enroll in UConn's com
lished by the state legisla mitment to youth, educa bined bachelor/medical or
ture. This would increase tion and health," said bachelor/dental medicine
the value of the combined Rowe. "Aetna has been a degree program, which
gifts to a total of $5.25 mil part of the fabric of Con guarantees selected stu
lion.
necticut for more than 150 dents admission to the
The Aetna Founda years, and this is a perfect UConn School of Medicine
tion's endowment will pro fit with our integrated busi or School of Dental Medi
vide long-term stability to ness and philanthropic cine after completing their
the HPPI program, which focus on reducing racial undergraduate degrees.
will be renamed The Aetna and ethnic disparities in
During their under
Health Professions Part health care. This initiative graduate
studies,
the
nership Initiative at the will enrich the diversity of Health Center provides
uConn Health Center; Connecticut's, physicians these students with a vari
while the endowment from and dentists and ultimately ety of special seminars and
the Rowe Family Founda lead to increased access to health profession-related
tion will enrich the aca- quality health care for activities, including "mini"

medical and dental school
classes and "shadow days"
with UCHC faculty mem
bers. They also receive
mentoring and career
advice from administra
tors, faculty, and medical
and dental students.
Shadow days enable
students to spend one day
per month at the UConn
Health Center interacting
with faculty in various
learning activities, attend
ing medical and dental
school classes and special
lectures, and accompany
ing hospital clinicians and
research scientists in their
normal activities.
The Rowe endowment
also includes funding for
an annual lecture series in
critical topics in the health
professions and for re
search fellowships so each
student in the program can
spend at least one summer
learning about medicine or
dental medicine. Working
closely with faculty mem
bers, each student will
commit approximately 30
hours per week to a re
search project in the health
professions field, with
approximately 8-10 hours
per week set aside for clin
ical experiences and other
enrichment activities.

expected to have $55 bil Holdings board will have
lion in annual revenues and seven
members
from
3,500 outlets. That will Kmart and three from
mean it will trail only Wal- Sears.
Mart Stores Inc. and Target
"The merger will en
Corp, among the biggest able us to manage the busi
U.S. general merchandise nesses of Sears and Kmart
retailers.
to produce a higher return
The new company than either company could
plans to operate the Kmart achieve on its own," Lamand Sears businesses under pert said in a press release.
their current brand names.
Lampert, Kmart's ma
It will be headquar jority shareholder, is also
tered in the northwestern Sears' largest shareholder,
Chicago suburb of Hoff holding a 15 percent stake
man Estates, where Sears in Sears through his ESL
has its headquarters, but Investments Inc.
will maintain a "significant
The merger, expected
presence" in Troy, Mich., to close by the end of
where Kmart is based.
March 2005, is subject to
Under the agreement, approval by Kmart and
which was unanimously Sears shareholders, regula
approved by both compa tory approvals and custom
nies' boards of directors, ary closing conditions.
Kmart shareholders will
Kmart filed for Chapter
receive one share of new 11 bankruptcy protection in
Sears Holdings stock for early 2002, leading to the
each Kmart share. Sears, closing of about 600 stores,
Roebuck shareholders can termination of 57,000
choose $50 in cash or half a Kmart employees and can
share of Sears Holdings cellation of company stock.
stock. That portion of the The retailer emerged from
deal values Sears shares at bankruptcy in May 2003
$11 billion, a 10.6 percent and in March posted its
premium over its value at first profitable quarter in
Tuesday's close.
three years.
Kmart chairman LamMired in a retail slump,
pert will be the chairman of Sears had long fallen out of
Sears Holdings, while favor on Wall Street after
Sears CEO Alan Lacy will losing ground to competi
be vice chairman and CEO tors and enduring sluggish
of the new company. The sales for years. The compa
new 10-member Sears ny last fall introduced its

Sears Grand stores, which
offer grocery and conven
ience items besides tradi
tional Sears fare such as
clothing, home appliances
and tools. The concept had
delivered promising results
for the struggling retailer at
its first three stores in met
ropolitan Salt Lake City,
Las Vegas and Chicago, in
the suburb of Gurnee.
Kmart, in recent years,
has been shedding many of
its underperforming stores,
a strategy that has helped
the once-struggling dis
count retailer bounce back
after it emerged from bank
ruptcy. Kmart recently
agreed to sell 50 stores to
Sears for $575 million as
part of that strategy.
Kmart's earnings have
been improving. Recently,
Kmart posted net income in
the third quarter ended Oct.
27 of $553 million, or
$5.45 per share, compared
with a loss of $23 million,
or 26 cents per share, for
the same period a year ago.
Its stock price has risen
nearly
seven-fold
to
$101.22 on Tuesday from
$15 a share when it
emerged from bankruptcy.
In recent weeks, it
appeared that Sears could
be shifting toward a similar
real estate strategy after the
disclosure that Vomado
Realty Trust, a real estate

investment trust, had pur
chased a 4.3 percent inter
est in the department-store
chain. That move left the
impression that the value of
Sears' real estate holdings
may be not be fully reflect
ed in its stock price. Since
that Nov. 5 announcement,
Sears' stock has jumped 25
percent. It closed at $45.20
in trading Tuesday on the
New York Stock Exchange.
Company officials said
the merger would help
make their properties more
profitable through a broad
er retail presence and
improved operational effi
ciency in areas such as pro
curement, marketing, infor
mation technology and
supply chain management.
"The combination will
greatly strengthen both the
Sears and Kmart franchises
by accelerating the Sears
off-mall growth strategy
and enhancing the brand
portfolio of both compa
nies," Lacy said. "This will
clearly be a win for both
companies'
customers
while significantly enhanc
ing value for all sharehold
ers."
The merger will not
affect agreements to carry
home and fashion lines
including Martha Stewart
Everyday, Lands' End and
Sesame Street, the compa
nies said.

Florida Department of Transportation
District Seven
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
You are invited to the Five Year Tentative work Program Public Hearings for Fiscal
Years July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2010. Your comments, thoughts, and ideas are need
ed at the public hearings. The Tentative Work Program covers the next five years of pre
liminary engineering, right-of-Way acquisition, construction, and public transportation
projects including Florida Turnpike Enterprise projects for Citrus,

Hernando,

Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas Counties. The public hearings will be held at the fol
lowing locations:

Date: Tuesday, December 7,2004
Time: 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Place: Florida Department of Transportation
District Seven Auditorium
11201 N. McKinley Drive
Tampa, Florida 33612

Date: Thursday, December 9,2004
Time: 5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Place: Hernando County Government Center
Board of County Commission Chambers
20 N. Main Street
Brooksville, Florida 34601

The public hearings are being conducted pursuant to Florida Statute 339.135(4)(d), Title
VI and Title VUI of the United States Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and 1968. Anyone need
ing special accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 should
contact Ms. Lee Royal, Community Liaison Administrator, at (813) 975-6427 or (800)
226-7220 at least ten (10) days in advance of the public hearings.
The Department will receive verbal and written comments from organizations and the
general public at the hearings.

In addition, all comments must be postmarked by

December 19, 2004 to become part of the official public hearing record. Written com
ments should be addressed to:

Kenneth A. Hartmann, P.F., District Secretary
Florida Department of Transportation
11201 N. McKinley Drive, MS 7-500
Tampa, Florida 33612-6456
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

PICK OF THE

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

The Hospice

“When You Need Quality
Craftsmanship ”

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work
(727) 433-1349
Lie.# ERI3012312

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
(FL License Required)

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life*Health*Dental*Vision
Disability«Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

Ph: 727-328-9878
Fax: 727-328-9545

GOD
BLESS
AMERICA!

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

3-27-30
35-49-50
CA$H 3
436 970 288
021
283 514 693

3-4

7-5

8-1

6-5

4-6

3-2

PLEASE EMAIL ALL ADS TO:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

Your
ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) You will reap the rewards for your
kind actions. A passionate encounter with your mate should help
alleviate that pent-up energy. Opportunities will develop through
those you encounter while attending organizational events.
Rewards for past good deeds will highlight your day.
TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) Travel for business will not only
bring you valuable information but also profits as well. You
should get out and enjoy social events where you are likely to
meet new potential mates; however, don't over spend. Try not to
be too harsh with loved ones; there will always be two sides to an
issue. You could be cornered, so be prepared to tell the truth.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) Networking will be a necessity.
Read between the lines before you sign your name. You can enjoy
social events and meet new potential mates; however, avoid being
lavish. Set a limit on the amount you're willing to spend, and be
sure to stick to it.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Be careful while traveling.
Investments will not be as they appear this week. You will have
the discipline to make changes you feel are necessary. Someone
you care about may not be too well.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Your outgoing, aggressive nature will
attract someone you've been eager to meet. Positive connections
can be made if you get involved in environmental organizations.
You may be upset if someone has borrowed something that
belongs to you. Travel will also be very informative.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) Be careful not to show your temper
when dealing with the boss. Talk to people who can give you
important knowledge. Your mate could get on your nerves if he
or she backs you into an emotional comer or puts restrictions on
your time Your tendency to take on too much will end in fatigue.
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) Entertainment should include your
whole family. You will be prone to carelessness that could result
in accidents. Make sure to arrange in advance to spend quality
time together. Your involvement in groups will be favorable for

BRAND NEW QUEEN
double-sided pillow top mat
tress set in plastic. Sacrifice
$130. Can deliver. 727-5863555.
BRAND NAME KING
SIZE LUXURY PILLOW
TOP mattress. Never used.
Must sell $183. Will deliver.
727-584-6008.
Bed. New full size mattress
set with warranty. Sacrifice
$122. Can deliver. 727-5859766.
NEW
BLACK
IRON
CANOPY BED and mattress
set. Still packaged. Must sell.
$274. Will deliver. 727-5863088.

“Change
yourself
slowly and
cheerfully
Conditions
will change
immediately
and unimag
inably.”
- Sri Chinmoy

Court Reporters - Records and transcribes court pro
ceedings using stenographic equipment. Req HS + 5 yrs.
exp. Real-time skills a plus. Salary $3459/mo. + bnfts.
Located in mid-Pinellas. Some travel may be req. Closes
November 29.
Administrative Secretary I - Secretarial work in support
of a Hearing Officer. Req. HS and 3 yrs. scty,/office sup
port work. Position located in Downtown Clearwater.
Salary $2,265 + bnfts. Closes November 19.
Court Applications ONLY
Available at:
www.jud6.org
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 2nd fir., Hwing (HR Dept.), Clwr.
Old Historic Courthouse, 324 So. Ft. Harrison Ave., Room
102 Clwr.
501 Building, 501 1st Ave. N., Rm. 729 (Alt. Dispute), St.
Pete.
Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco Judicial
Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port Richey.
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a dis
ability requiring a special accommodation to participate in
the application process should call 727-453-7165.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
WORKING
FOR YOU!

HOTLINE
NUMBERS
The Runaway Hotline:
800-RUNAWAY (786-2929)
Family Resources
Counseling:
(727) 384-8336
or (727) 449-8336

one.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) You may feel a need to make
changes to your legal documents. You're in a high cycle for
romance. Involvement in groups will be favorable. Business part
nerships will prove lucrative. Opportunities for partnerships are

If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

your worst enemies. You may interest some of them in a service
you have to offer.
.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) Residential moves will be hectic and
may be unsatisfactoiy. Elders may get you going this week. You
have worked hard and the payback is now. Channel your energy
into decorating or household chores.

King
Size
Serta
Perfect Sleeper w/
Box Springs. Brand
new,
never used.
Still in plastic. Was
$1800.00. Sacrifice

LEGAL NOTICE

Sealed bids will be received by the City of Tampa no later than 1:30 p.m. on the
indicated Bid Date(s) for the following Projects(s):

$375.00.
(727) 687-5315.

PROJECT: PW6736; Ballast Point Park Improvements
BID DATE: December 21, 2004 ESTIMATE: $500,000.00 DEPOSIT: $100.00
SCOPE: The project provides for construction of concrete sidewalks, site furnish
ings, landscape, irrigation, portion of pier renovations and coordination of play
ground equipment, surface and shelter PRE-BID CONFERENCE: Tuesday,
November 30, 2004,2:00p.m. CONTACT: Kevin Henika, AIA, 813/274-5678

MEET
VOUR
MATCH

This project is to be financed in part by a Grant from the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development. Neither the United States nor any of its depart
ment, agencies, or employees will be a party of this invitation for Bids or any result
ing contract. To be eligible to execute a contract, bidders will be required to com
ply with all applicable Federal requirements that include, but are not limited to,
submission of an Affirmative Action Plan, etc. Full compliance requirements are
included in the bidding documents.

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

Bids will be opened in the 4th Floor Conference Room, Tampa Municipal Office
Building, 306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida 33602. Pre-Bid Conference is held
at the same location. Plans and Specifications for this work may be examined at
the Department of Public Works, 306 E. Jackson Street, 4th Floor North, Tampa,
Florida 33602. Copies may be obtained upon payment of the refundable deposit
indicated for each set. Deposits are refunded if documents are returned in good
condition within 15 days after bid opening. Deposits should be in the form of sep
arate checks for each project. Copies of Standard Contract Forms and Provisions
(a part of the Contract Documents, but not reprinted in the Specifications) are avail
able for $15.00 each (non-refundable). Mailing is available for an additional charge
of $10.00 per set. Check should be made payable to the City of Tampa.
Subcontracting opportunities may exist for City certified Women/Minority
Business Enterprises (W/MBE’s). A copy of the current W/MBE directory may be
obtained at www.Tampagov.net. Phone (813) 274-8456 for assistance.

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

THERE
IS ONLY
ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE

There Is A
Reason To Read The
Weekly Challenger

The Weekly Challettyer
Subscription Cost:
$15.00 - 6 Months

(or)

$30 - Yearly

Name:
Address:
City/State/Zip:
Phone #:_____
New Subscription:

(or)

Cash

Date Paid:

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

gressively at improving yourself this week.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Uncertainties regarding your
home and family are evident. Opportunities will come through
behind the scenes activities. Overexertion and negligence will be

Bed

2500 M. L. King St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Ph: (727) 822-8996 o Fax; (727) 823-2568

meeting new and exciting individuals.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Someone may try to damage your
reputation. Recognition will be yours if you meet your deadline.
Spend time with friends and relatives. Travel for pleasure.
Cultural activities will prove to be quite enlightening for every

present; but get every detail in writing.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.-Jan. 20) Your practical approach to life
may charm someone who has been observing you. This day was
meant for love. Make creative changes to your residence. You
need to sit back and enjoy. You will find that you can work pro

WMNF-FM is seeking a Volunteer and Com
munity Outreach Coordinator responsible for
volunteer recruitment and activity and station/
community relationships. Must have excellent
communication and organizational skills. Re
quires some evenings & weekends. Salary and
excellent benefits. Send resume to WMNF
1210 E. MLK Jr Blvd Tampa, FI 33603 Att:
Mercedes Skelton or e-mail Jobs @ wmnf.org.

AHHAJCNAs

r

ITEMS FOR SALE

repairs, self-motivated. Must have valid drivers
license. Living wage excellent benefits. 30 hrs
per week. Call for application 813-238-8001
ext. 24

7X7-469-8986

RNs, LPNs

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

Bldg Maintenance - Cleaning, minor

Two bedroom Townhome
$575.00
1 Month FREE
Free Child Care ages 6-12

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

A Unique Profession!!

Bonded & Insured

WEEK!

OG
5^

Palmetto Park
Apartments

Renewal:

Check #

Amount Paid: $_
Comments:

_

The Weekly Challettyer
Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

(727) - 822-8996
CALL TODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Make Checks Payable to: The Weekly Challenger
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AT

PUBLIX,

SAVING

PART

I S

OF

THE

PLEASURE

For your convenience, all Publix stores will be open during regular hours on Wednesday, November 24 and Friday, November 26, 2004.
However, we will be closed on Thanksgiving Day, Thursday, November 25.

__ __

Publix
Jfoung Turkey
Inspected,
< 'Broad Breasted, USDA lnspe<
ade A, Frozen, 8 to 30-lb Average
lIag>ISlNGtY LOW PRICE

EMI
Hamilton
Shank Portion Ham

1.49.

Large White
Shrtmp.........................

Boar's Head®
—
Sweet Slice Ham ...... .J.77ib

4.99,

Ib

Half or Whole, Smoked, Boneless,
A Rne Holiday Tradition
SAVE UP TO .80 LB

31 to 35 Shrimp per Pound,
Farm Raised, Previously Frozen
SAVE UP TO 4.00 LB

Smoked, Lower Salt
(Butt Portion ... lb 1.69)

SAVE UP TO .50 LB

Publix Deli
Homestyle Red
Potato Salad .......

.

3.99

For Fast Service,
Grab & Got, 32-oz cont.
SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

Publix Dali proudly features a full
line of Boar's Head® products.

•AtudfieLul 1^5?

Pumpkin Pie,
8-lneh

Sweet
Potatoes

.,.,Jy§t-$he Right Sptces,

A Holiday Favorite, Fresh
SAVE UP TO .50 LB

5

From the FWlix Bakery, 24-oz stee
up to 2.28 on

F

Fresh
Mushrooms..........
For Delicious Stuffing,
Whole, White, 16-oz pkg.

SAVE UP TO 2.99

BUY ONEI
, GET ONE

FREE

Golden Ripe
Pineapple.................
Whole or Peeled and Cored
for Your Convenience, each
SAVE UP TO 1.00

3.99

8

L I

X

—
Danish
Pecan Ring ..................... 3.59

Publix Premium
. __
Ice Cream . ...............2s6.00

Topped With Lots of Pecans,
From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz size
SAVE UP TO .40

Or Publix Premium
Homemade Ice Cream,
Assorted Varieties, half-gal ctn.
SAVE UP TO 2.38 ON 2

Publix

Price* Effective Thursday, November 18 through Wednesday, November 24, 2004.
Only in the Following Counties: Lee, Collier, Hillsborough, PineIlas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Gtrus,
Manatee, Sarasota, CharIotte, Polk, Highlands and OsceoIa. Quantity Rights Reserved.
www.publix.com/ads

U

WHERE

SHOPPING.

IS.

A

PLEASURE.

